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Dear Recruiter,

It gives me immense pleasure and pride in introducing you to our bright, vibrant and young MBA graduates. IIT Kharagpur, one of the oldest and prominent institutes across the world, is known for its rich pool of knowledge and expertise in the fields of engineering, management, pure sciences, and social sciences.

Vinod Gupta School of Management being part of this system provides ample opportunities to its students to leverage the strength of IIT ecosystem. Started in 1993, VGSoM is a pioneer B-school with the legacy of decades which has established itself as a benchmark for other institutes. VGSoM has been ranked 7th, among the top business schools in India, second time in a row in the NIRF rankings given by the Ministry of Human Resource Development.

Over the years, it has grown to be an exemplary business school offering innovative pedagogy of management education with the strong technical background. The MBA course is unique to the Indian management education system which seeks to create industry suitable candidates with academic excellence. The objective is to develop leaders that can not only foster the growth of the global economy, but also ensure its sustainability. We seek to create ingenious and ardent individuals, to thrive in this dynamic business environment. Nonetheless we also award due attention in aligning every candidates’ individual aspiration to the industry requirements in the best possible way.

It is our endeavour to keep ourselves abreast with growing challenges in business and society. We are ever receptive to ideas and we build on them and implement them in a manner of excellence. We at VGSoM, IIT Kharagpur believe in building future leaders committed to making a social impact. The students with their scholastic brilliance combined with professional exposure and grounded values would propel organisations and economies into a better future.

I cordially invite you for the final and summer placements for the year 2018-19 and extend our commitment to engage in a long term and mutually enriching relationship with your revered organization.

Prof. Prabina Rajib
Dean, Chairman-Placements and Corporate Contact
VGSoM, IIT Kharagpur

Vinod Gupta School of Management synergizes the latest managerial erudition with the dynamic requirements of the rapidly growing industry by leveraging the technical competencies of IIT Kharagpur. Born out of realization by some of the country’s finest technocrats that the country needed managers with strong technical background, now in the latter half of 3rd decade of its existence VGSoM has contributed a huge number of managers, leaders and entrepreneurs to the world. The School offers a full-time MBA, as well as a special EMBA programme for working executives. Additionally, VGSoM runs one of the largest doctoral programmes in management in the country, and conducts MDPs which are short duration management development programmes that cater to managers from different functionalities in the industry.
Vinod Gupta School of Management offers a comprehensive two-year Master in Business Administration. The MBA curriculum has been specially designed for graduate engineers and Master’s degree holders in science, economics and commerce, combining the traditional strength of IIT in technical education with modern management philosophy. The school follows a blend of lectures from leading faculty members, case studies and group projects. Regular guest lectures from industry experts as well as live projects provide students with insight into the current global trends and future business opportunities. A two-month summer internship in industry exposes students to practical management problems. Some of the core subjects offered by the programme are Human Resource Management, Production and Operations, Marketing, Finance, Information System Management, Organisational Behavior, Economics, Strategic Management, Legal Aspects of Business, Business Ethics, Quantitative Methods and Business Communication. Along with the core courses of the programme, other large number of electives from across several IIT departments are available for a student to pursue his/her individual interests in greater depth. In order to inculcate team orientation, all peripheral administrative functions in the school are managed by the students in team mode, which further prepares them to be the leaders of tomorrow.
MBA Admission Process

We at VGSoM ensure that every batch has enough diversity of gender, disciplines, experience, region and language to contribute diverse perspectives to any discussion which is considered essential in the management learning.

Admission to VGSoM is based on the Common Admission Test (CAT), the toughest management exam in the world in terms of success ratio, which is also considered by the IIMs, IITs and other top B-schools in India. However, a candidate must have a first-class Bachelor's degree in Engineering/Technology or a first-class Master's degree in Science (with Mathematics or Statistics at bachelor's level), Economics or Commerce to be considered for their admission in VGSoM. Eligible candidates, based on their CAT percentile, academic consistency and quality of work experience (if any), are called for writing ability test and personal interview at multiple locations across India. The aim of writing ability test and personal interview is to identify and select the students who have the necessary aptitude and the right attitude for a career in management.

Facilities at Campus

VGSoM provides cutting-edge infrastructure and technology to its students and faculty, which includes:

- Central Library which is also available online and contains a huge database of books and research papers
- 24X7 computer laboratory with most up-to-date hardware and software technology
- Real-time financial data through Bloomberg Terminals and Prowess CMIE
- Wi-Fi enabled campus
- Residential accommodation facility with high-speed wireless internet as well as LAN
- Students Gymkhana: a center for sports, cultural and social learning
MBA Curriculum

1st Semester
- Financial Accounting & Reporting
- Organization Design, Change & Transformation
- Cost & Management Accounting
- Economics for Management
- Human Behavior & Management
- Statistical Methods for management
- Mathematical Models for management Decisions
- Management Information Systems
- Marketing I
- Oral Business Communication

2nd Semester
- Corporate Finance
- Business Research Methods
- Business, Government & International Economic Environment
- Strategic Management
- Human Resource Management
- Production & Operation Management
- IT & Business Applications Laboratory
- Marketing II
- Written Business Communication

Summer Internship Project at Leading Corporations for a duration of 2 months (Month of May-July)

3rd Semester
- Business law for Managers
- Technology Management
- Applied Management Research Project
- Plus a choice of seven electives

4th Semester
- Organizational Leadership
- Business Ethics
- Comprehensive Visa
- Applied Management Research Projects
- Plus a choice of seven electives

Entire Course Duration of 24 Months

Options for Electives at VGSoM

Electives of 3rd Semester
- INTRODUCTION TO BUSINESS ANALYTICS
- ECONOMETRIC AND BUSINESS FORECASTING
- SECURITY ANALYSIS AND PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT
- DERIVATIVES AND RISK MANAGEMENT
- BUSINESS ACCOUNTING AND INVESTMENT ANALYTICS
- COMMERCIAL BANKING
- SECURITY ANALYSIS AND PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT

Electives of 4th Semester
- COMMODITY DERIVATIVES AND PRICE RISK MODELLING
- MERGERS, ACQUISITION & CORPORATE RESTRUCTURING
- INFRASTRUCTURE & PROJECT FINANCE
- BANKING AND FINANCIAL MARKETS ANALYTICS
- INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS
- DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY AND FUTURE OF PUBLIC POLICY
- SOFTWARE PROJECT MANAGEMENT
- MARKETING ANALYTICS
- CONSUMER BEHAVIOUR ANALYSIS
- SALES & DISTRIBUTION MANAGEMENT
- SERVICES MARKETING
- RETAIL MARKETING

Plus a choice of seven electives
Batch Profile 2017-19

Stream-wise breakup of 2017-19 Batch

- Chemical, Applied Petroleum, Pharmaceutical Technology: 5%
- Civil, Ceramic & Construction Technology: 7%
- Computer Science: 20%
- Electronics and Communication, Applied & Instrumentation, Telecommunication: 29%
- Electrical and Electronics, Electrical Information Technology, Software Engineering: 8%
- Production Engineering: 5%
- Mechanical Engineering: 2%
- Industrial, Mining, Metallurgical Engineering, GeoScience: 22%
- Others: 2%

Work Experience wise breakup
- Freshers (0 - 11 months): 9.8%
- < 2 years (12 - 23 months): 35%
- < 3 years (24 - 35 months): 45.5%
- < 4 years (36 - 47 months): 8.9%
- 4+ years (48+ months): 0.8%

Domain-wise SIP break-up
- Sales & Marketing: 31%
- Consulting: 24%
- Operations/Project Management: 18%
- Analytics: 11%
- Finance: 5%
- Others: 11%
Abhishek Kumar Meghwal
Graduation Degree: B.Tech.
Graduation College: Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur
Graduation University: Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur
Graduation Year: 2017
Summer Internship Organization: Zolo Stays
Summer Internship Profile: Sales & Marketing
Project Title: Lead Generation through Channel Management
Total Work Experience: 0 Months

Debolina Mukherjee
Graduation Degree: B.Tech.
Graduation College: Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur
Graduation University: Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur
Graduation Year: 2017
Summer Internship Organization: Helma
Summer Internship Profile: HR
Project Title:
- Employee feedback survey and analysis
- Designing of training & development and reward & recognition model
Total Work Experience: 0 Months

Daniel Shushanth
Graduation Degree: B.Tech.
Graduation College: Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur
Graduation University: Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur
Graduation Year: 2017
Summer Internship Organization: Viddoly
Summer Internship Profile: Digital Marketing
Project Title:
- Data analysis for remodelling the company website
Total Work Experience: 0 Months

Lawrence Lovedeep Bamanía
Graduation Degree: B.Tech.
Graduation College: Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur
Graduation University: Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur
Graduation Year: 2017
Summer Internship Organization: VJCC
Summer Internship Profile: Sales & Marketing
Project Title:
- Distribution Management
- Retail Plan
Total Work Experience: 0 Months

Manpreet Kaur
Graduation Degree: B.E.
Graduation College: Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur
Graduation University: Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur
Graduation Year: 2017
Summer Internship Organization: VJCC
Summer Internship Profile: Business Development/Marketing
Project Title:
- Drip Campaign, Customer Funnel Management and Service Recovery Paradox
Total Work Experience: 0 Months

Srishti Verma
Graduation Degree: B.Tech.
Graduation College: Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur
Graduation University: Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur
Graduation Year: 2017
Summer Internship Organization: VJCC
Summer Internship Profile: Sales & Marketing
Project Title:
- Training, Demonstration, Sampling Management - The Business Driver
Total Work Experience: 0 Months

Swapnil Ahirwar
Graduation Degree: B.Tech.
Graduation College: Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur
Graduation University: Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur
Graduation Year: 2017
Summer Internship Organization: Hero MotoCorp
Summer Internship Profile: Business Analyst
Project Title:
- Customer engagement in digital space for H merchandising
Total Work Experience: 0 Months

Talla Abhishek Kumar
Graduation Degree: B.Tech.
Graduation College: Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur
Graduation University: Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur
Graduation Year: 2017
Summer Internship Organization: Century Fibre
Summer Internship Profile: Marketing
Project Title:
- Analysis of Market Potential, Network Strength and Study of Market Share, Brand pull and Serviceability of Century Mattress
Total Work Experience: 0 Months

Vardish Kumar Alone
Graduation Degree: B.Tech.
Graduation College: Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur
Graduation University: Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur
Graduation Year: 2017
Summer Internship Organization: BenQ
Summer Internship Profile: Market Research
Project Title:
- E-commerce: Optimize e-commerce marketing, customer experience and conversions
Total Work Experience: 0 Months

Desh Ratan
Graduation Degree: B.Tech.
Graduation College: Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur
Graduation University: Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur
Graduation Year: 2017
Summer Internship Organization: Fynd
Summer Internship Profile: Business Development/Marketing
Project Title:
- Suggesting Omni-channel Retail Strategy and Development
Total Work Experience: 0 Months

Sukhpreet Singh
Graduation Degree: B.Tech.
Graduation College: Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur
Graduation University: Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur
Graduation Year: 2017
Summer Internship Organization: ICIC
Summer Internship Profile: Sales & Marketing
Project Title:
- Expert Service Analysis and Implementation of Dhruva at ROs of ICIC
Work Experience Details:
- 10 Months: Bhargav Pvt. Ltd, (ICRE)
- 10 Months: PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC)
- 11 Months: Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur
- 11 Months: Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur
- 11 Months: Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur
Total Work Experience: 0 Months

Pritam Banerjee
Graduation Degree: B.Tech.
Graduation College: Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur
Graduation University: Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur
Graduation Year: 2017
Summer Internship Organization: Accenture Digital
Summer Internship Profile: Analytics
Project Title:
- Customer Analytics - Propensity Modeling in Cosmetic Beauty Industry
Work Experience Details:
- 10 Months: Accenture Digital
- 10 Months: Accenture Digital
- 10 Months: Accenture Digital
Total Work Experience: 0 Months
S.S. Darun Prakash
Graduation Degree : B.E. (Mechanical Engineering)
Graduation College : Konju Engineering College
Graduation University : Anna University
Graduation Year : 2016

Work Experience Details :
• 12 Months : Vedanta Resources
  (Assistant Manager)
Summer Internship Organization : Bodrycraft
Summer Internship Profile : Operations
Project Title: Enterprise Action Plan for Management's periodical analyses & evaluation of organization's operational and financial units

Total Work Experience : 12 Months

Gowthami Bendi
Graduation Degree : B.Tech. (Civil Engineering)
Graduation College : Andhra University College of Engineering
Graduation University : Andhra University
Graduation Year : 2016

Work Experience Details :
• 12 Months : IBM (Associate System Engineer)
Summer Internship Organization : Century Fibre Plates Pvt. Ltd.
Summer Internship Profile : Project Management
Project Title: Analysis of Market Potential, Network Strength and Study of Market Share, Brand pull and Serviceability of Century Mattresses.

Total Work Experience : 12 Months

Surabhi Srivastava
Graduation Degree : B.Tech. (Electronics and Communication Engineering)
Graduation College : Jaypee Institute of Information Technology
Graduation University : Jaypee Institute of Information Technology
Graduation Year : 2015

Work Experience Details :
• 15 Months : Cognizant Technology Solutions
  (Programmer Analyst)
Summer Internship Organization : PwC
Summer Internship Profile : Tech Consultant
Project Title: Image and Video Analytics Data Research
Chatbots Market Research

Total Work Experience : 15 Months

Mohammed Adil Akhtar
Graduation Degree : B.Tech. (Mechanical Engineering)
Graduation College : Maulana Azad National Institute of Technology, Bhopal
Graduation University : NIT Bhopal
Graduation Year : 2015

Work Experience Details :
• 16 Months : Tata Consultancy Services Ltd.
  (Assistant System Engineer)
Summer Internship Organization : PwC
Summer Internship Profile : Tech Consultant
Project Title: Data Quality Assessment
White Paper

Total Work Experience : 16 Months

M Annie Apoorva
Graduation Degree : B.Tech. (Electronics and Computing(ECM))
Graduation College : Sreenidhi Institute of Science and Technology
Graduation University : Autonomous, Affiliated to JNTU-H
Graduation Year : 2015

Work Experience Details :
• 17 Months : Cognizant Technology Solutions
  (Programmmer Analyst)
Summer Internship Organization : Walmart
Summer Internship Profile : IT Consulting
Project Title: SLA Automation

Total Work Experience : 17 Months

Pranab Kumar Kabiraj
Graduation Degree : B.Tech. (Civil Engineering)
Graduation College : Orissa Engineering College
Graduation University : Biju Patnaik University Of Technology
Graduation Year : 2014

Work Experience Details :
• 8 Months : Wipro BPO (Associate)
  • 10 Months : HSBC (Service Desk analyst)
Summer Internship Organization : Dalma Cement
Summer Internship Profile : Operations
Project Title: Implementation of 100% EPD at KCW Plant, Cuttack, Odisha

Total Work Experience : 18 Months

Deepti Nagar
Graduation Degree : B.Tech. (Petroleum Engineering)
Graduation College : Rajiv Gandhi Institute of Petroleum Technology
Graduation University : Rajiv Gandhi Institute of Petroleum Technology
Graduation Year : 2015

Work Experience Details :
• 18 Months : Ajushi Computers (Operation Manager)
Summer Internship Organization : Zolo Stays
Summer Internship Profile : Sales & Marketing
Project Title: Brand building strategies for Zolo Stays with special emphasis on brand differentiation.

Total Work Experience : 18 Months

Somya Prakash Mohanty
Graduation Degree : B.Tech. (Computer Science Engineering)
Graduation College : ITM School of engineering
Graduation University : ITM University, Gurgaon
Graduation Year : 2015

Work Experience Details :
• 19 Months : Wipro Technologies
  (Project Engineer)
Summer Internship Organization : Sutherland
Summer Internship Profile : Business Analyst
Project Title: Fare Distribution System Automation

Total Work Experience : 19 Months

Manik Goel
Graduation Degree : B.Tech. (Computer Science Engineering)
Graduation College : Netaji Subhas Engineering College
Graduation University : Maulana Abul Kalam Azad University of Technology
Graduation Year : 2015

Work Experience Details :
• 19 Months : Tata Consultancy Services Ltd.
  (Assistant System Engineer)
Summer Internship Organization : Wipro
Summer Internship Profile : Business Development/Marketing
Project Title: Omnichannel Retail Strategies and Development

Total Work Experience : 19 Months

Rudradeb Mahato
Graduation Degree : B.Tech. (Electronics and Communication Engineering)
Graduation College : Netaji Subhas Engineering College
Graduation University : Maulana Abul Kalam Azad University of Technology
Graduation Year : 2015

Work Experience Details :
• 19 Months : Tata Consultancy Services Ltd.
  (Assistant System Engineer)
Summer Internship Organization : Wipro
Summer Internship Profile : Business Development/Marketing
Project Title: To improve the operational efficiency of Small Stores of SRL

Total Work Experience : 19 Months

Shruti Banagere
Graduation Degree : B.E. (Computer Science Engineering)
Graduation College : Ramadeeaba College of Engineering and Management
Graduation University : Rashtrasant Tukdoji Mahanji Nagpur University
Graduation Year : 2014

Work Experience Details :
• 19 Months : Accenture Services Pvt. Ltd.
  (Systems Engineer)
Summer Internship Organization : Sapient Consulting Pvt. Ltd.
Summer Internship Profile : Business Development/Marketing
Project Title: How Blockchains will impact Artificial Intelligence
How can Blockchains and Wipro’s AI solutions be used in conjunction for a use case

Total Work Experience : 19 Months

Roshti Mitra
Graduation Degree : B.Tech. (Computer Science Engineering)
Graduation College : IEM
Graduation University : WBUT
Graduation Year : 2015

Work Experience Details :
• 19 Months : Cognizant Technology Solutions
  (Programmer Analyst)
Summer Internship Organization : PwC
Summer Internship Profile : Tech Consultant
Project Title: Use Cases Ideation for SAP Leonardo and Blockchain

Total Work Experience : 19 Months
Jitendra Kumar Sinha
Graduation Degree: B.E. (Telecommunication Engineering)
Graduation College: R V College of Engineering
Graduation University: Visvesvaraya Technological University
Graduation Year: 2015
Total Work Experience: 21 Months
Work Experience Details:
• 19 Months: Deloitte Consulting India Pvt. Ltd. (Business Technology Analyst)
• 2 Months: Tata Consultancy Services Ltd. (Network Engineer)
Summer Internship Organization: Titan
Summer Internship Profile: Sales
Project Title:
• Study of Consumer Behaviour in Buying Lens
• Competitor Price Analysis and Price Adjustment in current Titan Lens Portfolio

Rishav Raj
Graduation Degree: B.Tech. (Electronics and Communication Engineering)
Graduation College: Cochin University College of Engineering, Kuttanad
Graduation University: Cochin University of Science and Technology
Graduation Year: 2015
Total Work Experience: 20 Months
Work Experience Details:
• 20 Months: Tata Consultancy Services Ltd. (Assistant System Engineer)
Summer Internship Organization: Bodyscript
Summer Internship Profile: Marketing
Project Title:
• Data analysis of sales and customer impetus, stylist target setting, daily dashboards and strategizing BTL promotions for the outlets based on the footfall data.

Ajit Singh
Graduation Degree: B.Tech. (Electrical Engineering)
Graduation College: NIT Patna
Graduation University: NIT Patna
Graduation Year: 2014
Total Work Experience: 20 Months
Work Experience Details:
• 20 Months: Siemens Ltd. (Executive) Summer Internship Organization: Daima Cement
Summer Internship Profile: Operations
Project Title:
• Logistics District Action Plan - Bihar

Rakesh Dev R
Graduation Degree: B.Tech. (Civil Engineering)
Graduation College: Indian School of Mines, Dhanbad
Graduation University: Indian School of Mines, Dhanbad
Graduation Year: 2015
Total Work Experience: 21 Months
Work Experience Details:
• 21 Months: Tata Consultancy Services Ltd. (Assistant Systems Engineer)
Summer Internship Organization: Bodyscript
Summer Internship Profile: Sales
Project Title:
• Study of Consumer Behaviour in Buying Lens
• Competitor Price Analysis and Price Adjustment in current Titan Lens Portfolio

Shreyasi Saha
Graduation Degree: B.Tech. (Electronics and Communication Engineering)
Graduation College: Institute of Engineering & Management
Graduation University: West Bengal University of Technology
Graduation Year: 2015
Total Work Experience: 21 Months
Work Experience Details:
• 21 Months: Ericsson India Global Services Pvt. Ltd. (Network Engineer)
Summer Internship Organization: Wipro
Summer Internship Profile: IT Consulting
Project Title:
• Competitive Benchmarking of Wipro HOLMES Business Solution against Twitch.

Shubham Bhatnagar
Graduation Degree: B.Tech. (Electronics and Communication Engineering)
Graduation College: G B Pant Engineering College
Graduation University: Uttarakhand Technical University
Graduation Year: 2015
Total Work Experience: 21 Months
Work Experience Details:
• 21 Months: Tata Consultancy Services Ltd. (Assistant System Engineer)
Summer Internship Organization: Wipro
Summer Internship Profile: IT Consulting
Project Title:
• Scope of Optical Character Recognition and Natural Language Processing in Wipro BPS - Consumer Financial Services

Pankhudi Jain
Graduation Degree: B.Tech. (Information Technology)
Graduation College: Heritage Institute of Technology
Graduation University: Maulana Abul Kalam Azad University of Technology
Graduation Year: 2015
Total Work Experience: 21 Months
Work Experience Details:
• 21 Months: Infosys Ltd. (Systems Engineer)
Summer Internship Organization: Wipro
Summer Internship Profile: IT Consulting
Project Title:
• Transition Cycle Time Reduction

Kuladeep Tummala
Graduation Degree: B.Tech. (Computer Science Engineering)
Graduation College: IIITM Kancheepuram
Graduation University: IIITM Kancheepuram
Graduation Year: 2015
Total Work Experience: 21 Months
Work Experience Details:
• 21 Months: Tata Consultancy Services Ltd. (Assistant Systems Engineer)
Summer Internship Organization: CISO Platform
Summer Internship Profile: Market Research / Analytics
Project Title:
• Designing Go To Market Strategy for FireCompass

Swati Srivastava
Graduation Degree: B.Tech. (Mechanical Engineering)
Graduation College: Indian School of Mines, Dhanbad
Graduation University: Indian School of Mines, Dhanbad
Graduation Year: 2015
Total Work Experience: 21 Months
Work Experience Details:
• 21 Months: IBM (Application Developer)
Summer Internship Organization: Cummins
Summer Internship Profile: Operations
Project Title:
• Supply Chain Optimization for Apollo

Anirban Dey
Graduation Degree: B.Tech. (Computer Science Engineering)
Graduation College: IIT Kharagpur
Graduation University: IIT Kharagpur
Graduation Year: 2015
Total Work Experience: 21 Months
Work Experience Details:
• 21 Months: Ericsson India Global Services Pvt. Ltd. (Solution Integrator)
Summer Internship Organization: Capillary Technologies
Summer Internship Profile: Account Management
Project Title:
• EMEA Analytics: MAF
• EMEA Analytics: La Marquise

Annwesha Bhattacharya
Graduation Degree: B.Tech. (Computer Science Engineering)
Graduation College: Techno India, Salt Lake
Graduation University: Maulana Abul Kalam Azad University of Technology (Formerly WBUT)
Graduation Year: 2015
Total Work Experience: 21 Months
Work Experience Details:
• 21 Months: Tata Consultancy Services Ltd. (Assistant System Engineer)
Summer Internship Organization: Wipro
Summer Internship Profile: IT Consulting
Project Title:
• Futuristic Offerings in Mobility

Gaurav Borikar
Graduation Degree: B.E. (Electronics Engineering)
Graduation College: Yes Bank
Graduation University: RTMNU, Nagpur
Graduation Year: 2015
Total Work Experience: 21 Months
Work Experience Details:
• 21 Months: Nautica Technologies (Applications developer)
Summer Internship Organization: Yes Bank
Summer Internship Profile: Risk Analytics
Project Title:
• Liquidity Management
• Integrated financial supply chain CMS solutions
**Vinod Gupta School of Management, IIT Kharagpur**

## Student Profiles

### Kanu Priya Jawa
- **Graduation Degree:** B.Tech. (Industrial Engineering and Management)
- **Graduation College:** NIT Kurukshetra
- **Graduation University:** NIT Kurukshetra
- **Graduation Year:** 2015
- **Total Work Experience:** 22 Months
- **Work Experience Details:**
  - 22 Months: Evaluate (Business Analyst)
  - Summer Internship Organization: PwC
  - Summer Internship Profile: Tech Consultant
  - Project Title: Desktop using Tableau & Power BI
  - Industry report using Market Research

### Subhodeep Ganguly
- **Graduation Degree:** B.Tech. (Industrial Engineering and Management)
- **Graduation College:** Jadavpur University
- **Graduation University:** Jadavpur University
- **Graduation Year:** 2015
- **Total Work Experience:** 22 Months
- **Work Experience Details:**
  - 22 Months: Royal Enfield (Assistant Manager/Area Sales Manager)
  - Summer Internship Organization: Spence's Retail
  - Summer Internship Profile: Operations
  - Project Title: Development of value chain for fruits & vegetables for eastern belt

### Sakshi Shah
- **Graduation Degree:** B.Tech. (Computer Science Engineering)
- **Graduation College:** Mody University of Science and Technology
- **Graduation University:** Mody university of Science and Technology
- **Graduation Year:** 2015
- **Total Work Experience:** 22 Months
- **Work Experience Details:**
  - 11 Months: Accenture Solutions Pvt Ltd. (Assistant Software Engineer)
  - 11 Months: Panorist (Software developer)
  - Summer Internship Organization: Juspay
  - Summer Internship Profile: Product Management
  - Project Title: Debt analysis and success rate improvement for mobile transactions

### Rucha Bodke
- **Graduation Degree:** B.E. (Production Engineering)
- **Graduation College:** Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar Marathwada University
- **Graduation University:** Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar Marathwada University
- **Graduation Year:** 2015
- **Total Work Experience:** 22 Months
- **Work Experience Details:**
  - 22 Months: Straws Cotton Ltd. (Assistant Manager)

### Dipimaya Sarangi
- **Graduation Degree:** B.Tech. (Computer Science Engineering)
- **Graduation College:** Biju Patnaik University of Technology
- **Graduation University:** Biju Patnaik University of Technology
- **Graduation Year:** 2015
- **Total Work Experience:** 22 Months
- **Work Experience Details:**
  - 3 Months: Tata Consultancy Services Ltd. (Assistant Systems Engineer - Trainee)
  - 19 Months: Accenture Solutions (Application Development Analyst)
  - Summer Internship Organization: PwC
  - Summer Internship Profile: Tech Consultant
  - Project Title: Business Cases on SAP Leonardo
  - SAP Integration Services related documentation

### Vivek Kumar Pudur
- **Graduation Degree:** B.Tech. (Electronics and Communication Engineering)
- **Graduation College:** S.R.M University
- **Graduation University:** S.R.M University
- **Graduation Year:** 2015
- **Total Work Experience:** 22 Months
- **Work Experience Details:**
  - 22 Months: CGP Associates (Senior Analyst)
  - Summer Internship Organization: Dominion
  - Summer Internship Profile: Operations
  - Project Title: Backhaul

---

### Ashwin Prasad
- **Graduation Degree:** B.Tech. (Electronics and Communication Engineering)
- **Graduation College:** NIT Calicut
- **Graduation University:** NIT Calicut
- **Graduation Year:** 2014
- **Total Work Experience:** 22 Months
- **Work Experience Details:**
  - 22 Months: Aricent Technologies (Software Engineer)

### Vishrut Shah
- **Graduation Degree:** B.Tech. (Mechanical Engineering)
- **Graduation College:** K.S. Rangasamy College of Technology
- **Graduation University:** The Maharaja Sayajirao University of Baroda
- **Graduation Year:** 2015
- **Total Work Experience:** 23 Months
- **Work Experience Details:**
  - 23 Months: L&T Heavy Engineering (Senior Engineer)
  - Summer Internship Organization: Gabriel Ltd
  - Summer Internship Profile: Marketing
  - Project Title: Market research on Indian two & three wheeler segment & devise marketing strategy for Gabriel

### Vignesh J
- **Graduation Degree:** B.Tech. (Information Technology)
- **Graduation College:** K.S. Rangasamy college of technology
- **Graduation University:** Anna University
- **Graduation Year:** 2015
- **Total Work Experience:** 23 Months
- **Work Experience Details:**
  - 23 Months: Wipro Technologies (Project Engineer)
  - Summer Internship Organization: Tiger Analytics
  - Summer Internship Profile: Analytics
  - Project Title: Real-time hard-hat compliance violation detection using video surveillance

### Shounak Ghosh
- **Graduation Degree:** B.Tech. (Chemical Engineering)
- **Graduation College:** Jadavpur University
- **Graduation University:** Jadavpur University
- **Graduation Year:** 2015
- **Total Work Experience:** 23 Months
- **Work Experience Details:**
  - 23 Months: Reliance Industries Ltd. (Manager)
  - Summer Internship Organization: Puma
  - Summer Internship Profile: Operations
  - Project Title: SAP Analysis of available and implemented features of Manhattan WMS in Puma Warehouse

### Nandu M S
- **Graduation Degree:** B.Tech. (Mechanical Engineering)
- **Graduation College:** Thangal Kunju Musaliar College of Engineering, Kollam
- **Graduation University:** University of Kerala
- **Graduation Year:** 2015
- **Total Work Experience:** 23 Months
- **Work Experience Details:**
  - 23 Months: Tata Consultancy Services Ltd. (Assistant System Engineer)
  - Summer Internship Organization: CRISIL
  - Summer Internship Profile: Finance
  - Project Title: Sampling techniques to improve defect prediction in an imbalanced data.

### Harshkumar Patel
- **Graduation Degree:** B.Tech. (Mechanical Engineering)
- **Graduation College:** Birla Vishvakarma Mahavidyalaya
- **Graduation University:** Gujarat Technological University
- **Graduation Year:** 2014
- **Total Work Experience:** 23 Months
- **Work Experience Details:**
  - 23 Months: Reliance Industries Ltd. (Manager)
  - Summer Internship Organization: Haifa
  - Summer Internship Profile: Marketing
  - Project Title: Surveying the spice market in India with focus on export market to understand the scope for innovative spectroscopy solutions from Ocean Optics in India.
Sangeeta Roy
Graduation Degree : B.Tech. (Civil Engineering)
Graduation College : Vellore Institute of Technology, Vellore
Graduation University : VIT University
Graduation Year : 2015
Work Experience Details :
• 23 Months : AIG (Risk Engineering Associate)
Summer Internship Organization : eBay
Summer Internship Profile : Analytics Intern
Project Title: Deals Algorithm Modification
Total Work Experience : 23 Months

Tejas Patel
Graduation Degree : B.E. (Mechanical Engineering)
Graduation College : G H Patel College of Engineering & Technology
Graduation University : Gujarat Technological University
Graduation Year : 2015
Work Experience Details :
• 23 Months : Deepak Nitrite Ltd. (Senior Executive)
Summer Internship Organization : Vestas
Summer Internship Profile : Operations
Project Title: • Supplier capacity evaluation for capacity revamping of nacelle factory of Vestas Wind Systems A/S in India
• Improve the OTD of the supplier to meet the global KPI
Total Work Experience : 23 Months

Shweta Shekhar
Graduation Degree : B.E. (Electronics Instrumentation and Control Engineering)
Graduation College : Thapar Institute of Technology
Graduation University : Thapar University, Patiala
Graduation Year : 2015
Work Experience Details :
• 23 Months : Deloitte consulting USI (Business Technology Analyst)
Summer Internship Organization : Accenture Digital
Summer Internship Profile : Analytics
Project Title: • Demand Forecasting using Autocoders in RNN-LSTM model
Total Work Experience : 23 Months

Aman Grover
Graduation Degree : B.Tech. (Computer Science Engineering)
Graduation College : JIIT, Solan
Graduation University : Jaiyes University of Information Technology, Solan
Graduation Year : 2014
Work Experience Details :
• 23 Months : Accenture Solutions Pvt. Ltd. (Software Engineer)
Summer Internship Organization : VLOC
Summer Internship Profile : Sales & Marketing
Project Title: • Financial Budgeting
• Working Capital Blockage
Total Work Experience : 23 Months

Gaurav Khandelwal
Graduation Degree : B.Tech. (Electronics and Communication Engineering)
Graduation College : Jaypee University of Engineering & Technology, Guna
Graduation University : Jaypee University of Engineering & Technology, Guna
Graduation Year : 2015
Work Experience Details :
• 23 Months :Infosys Ltd. (System Engineer)
Summer Internship Organization : Dalmia Cement
Summer Internship Profile : Operations
Project Title: • E-PDO Implementation at BCW
Total Work Experience : 23 Months

Mayank Gaurav
Graduation Degree : B.Tech. (Mechanical Engineering)
Graduation College : NIT Durgapur
Graduation University : NIT Durgapur
Graduation Year : 2015
Work Experience Details :
• 6 Months : Zirka Logistics Solutions Pvt. Ltd. (Blackbox / Associate Manager (Procuring))
Summer Internship Organization : Titan
Summer Internship Profile : Sales
Project Title: • Improving the Pre-Purchase experiences by providing a digital front to all Titan Eye Plus Stores
• Improving the In-Store experiences by developing a digital lens selling tool and E-Invoicing
Total Work Experience : 23 Months

Akshay Kumar
Graduation Degree : B.Tech. (Petroleum Engineering)
Graduation College : Indian School of Mines, Dhanbad
Graduation University : Indian School of Mines, Dhanbad
Graduation Year : 2014
Work Experience Details :
• 23 Months : Sterling Global Oil Resource Ltd. (Process Engineer)
Summer Internship Organization : Anand Automotive
Summer Internship Profile : Finance/Marketing
Project Title: • Explore export potential of Gabriel railway products, identify leads and develop market entry strategy for Africa and ASEAN
Total Work Experience : 23 Months

Tahir Gorade
Graduation Degree : B.Tech. (Electrical Engineering)
Graduation College : Punjab Engineering College, Chandigarh
Graduation University : Punjab Technical University, Jalandhar
Graduation Year : 2015
Work Experience Details :
• 23 Months : Knowesis Technologies
Summer Internship Profile : Program Management
Project Title: • Analysis of customer escape
Total Work Experience : 23 Months

Vamshi Krishna Ganji
Graduation Degree : B.Tech. (Computer Science Engineering)
Graduation College : R.G.P.V. Thapar Institute of Engineering & Technology, Patiala
Graduation University : R.G.P.V. Thapar University, Patiala
Graduation Year : 2015
Work Experience Details :
• 24 Months : Infosys Ltd. (Software Engineer)
Summer Internship Profile : Century Fibre Plates Pvt. Ltd.
Project Title: • Analysis of Market Potential, Network Strength and Study of Market Share, Brand pull and Serviceability of Century Mattresses
Total Work Experience : 24 Months

Uday Bharame
Graduation Degree : B.Tech. (Mechanical Engineering)
Graduation College : Institute of Technology
Graduation University : Nitene University
Graduation Year : 2014
Work Experience Details :
• 24 Months : Reliance Industries Ltd. (Manager)
Summer Internship Profile : Capital
Project Title: • Data Team Process Optimization
Total Work Experience : 24 Months

Akshay Razdan
Graduation Degree : B.Tech. (Mechanical Engineering)
Graduation College : Indian School of Mines
Graduation University : Indian School of Mines
Graduation Year : 2014
Work Experience Details :
• 24 Months : Mahindra Rise (Assistant Manager)
Summer Internship Organization : Ibahn
Summer Internship Profile : Sales & Marketing
Total Work Experience : 24 Months

Ankit Kumar Agrawal
Graduation Degree : B.Tech. (Mechanical Engineering)
Graduation College : Indian School of Mines
Graduation University : Indian School of Mines
Graduation Year : 2014
Work Experience Details :
• 24 Months : Hero Motocorp (Assistant Manager)
Summer Internship Organization : Haldma
Summer Internship Profile : Marketing
Project Title: • Gas detection market research for Crowncr
Total Work Experience : 24 Months
**Arafath I**

Graduation Degree: B.E. (Civil Engineering)
Graduation College: University College of Engineering, Tiruchirappalli
Graduation University: Anna University
Graduation Year: 2015

Work Experience Details:
- 24 Months: CBRE South Asia Pvt. Ltd. (Valuation Executive)

Summer Internship Details:
- 24 Months: CBRE South Asia Pvt. Ltd. (Valuation Executive)

**Swarnil Masal**

Graduation Degree: B.E. (Electronics Engineering)
Graduation College: Sardar Patel Institute Of Technology, Mumbai
Graduation University: Mumbai University
Graduation Year: 2015

Work Experience Details:
- 24 Months: L&T (Defense & Aerospace) (Executive-Project Management Group, PMO)

**Arun Karthic M**

Graduation Degree: B.E. (Mechanical Engineering)
Graduation College: PSG College of Technology
Graduation University: Anna University
Graduation Year: 2014

Work Experience Details:
- 24 Months: L&T Technology Services (Executive)

Summer Internship Details:
- Amazon (Program Manager)
- Units Per Shipmen Optimisation

**Praveen Kumar Gurram**

Graduation Degree: B.Tech. (Computer Science Engineering)
Graduation College: RVR&JIC College of Engineering
Graduation University: Acharya Nagarjuna University
Graduation Year: 2015

Work Experience Details:
- 24 Months: Tata Consultancy Services Ltd. (System Engineer)

Summer Internship Details:
- CRISSL (Finance)
- Development of Strategic Knowledge Management Tool
- Develop a structured Product using derivatives

**Ashish Dhawan**

Graduation Degree: B.Tech. (Computer Science Engineering)
Graduation College: Bharti Vidyapeeth's College of Engineering, New Delhi
Graduation University: GGSIPU, Delhi
Graduation Year: 2015

Work Experience Details:
- 24 Months: Cvent (Application Support Engineer II)

Summer Internship Details:
- PwC (Tech Consultant)
- AWS Managed Services Framework
- AWS Cloud Solutions

**Prema Chopdar**

Graduation Degree: B.Tech. (Electronics & Telecommunication)
Graduation College: Kalinga Institute of Industrial Technology, Bhubaneswar
Graduation University: KIIT
Graduation Year: 2015

Work Experience Details:
- 24 Months: TEKsystems Global Services Pvt. Ltd. (Software Engineer)

Summer Internship Details:
- Cummins (Software Engineer)
- Development of Strategic Knowledge Management Tool
- Analysis of Conversion Factors for Retail

**Karthik Prabhu**

Graduation Degree: B.Tech. (Computer Science Engineering)
Graduation College: Vishwakarma Institute of Technology
Graduation University: Savitribai Phule Pune University
Graduation Year: 2015

Work Experience Details:
- 24 Months: Mediacom Asia Pvt. Ltd. (Software Developer)

Summer Internship Details:
- Accenture Digital (Analytics)
- Customer Lifetime Value Prediction

**Shambhav Gupta**

Graduation Degree: B.Tech. (Gen-science)
Graduation College: College of Engineering Studies
Graduation University: University of Petroleum & Energy Studies
Graduation Year: 2013

Work Experience Details:
- 11 Months: Whitewall Public School (PGT)

Summer Internship Details:
- 13 Months: Greka Drilling India Pvt. Ltd. (Drilling Support Engineer)
- Standardization of New Vendor Partner Onboarding
- Analysis of Conversion Factors for Retail

**Sayali Ketkar**

Graduation Degree: B.Tech. (Mechanical Engineering)
Graduation College: Vishwakarma Institute of Technology
Graduation University: Savitribai Phule Pune University
Graduation Year: 2015

Work Experience Details:
- 24 Months: Tata Technologies Ltd. (CAE Engineer)

Summer Internship Details:
- Zolo Stays (Sales & Marketing)
- Business Development Strategies for Zolo Stays with emphasis on brand differentiators

**Siddhant Gupta**

Graduation Degree: B.Tech. (Computer Science Engineering)
Graduation College: Maharaja Agrasen Institute of Technology
Graduation University: GGSIPU, Delhi
Graduation Year: 2015

Work Experience Details:
- 24 Months: Z5 Associates (Associate)

Summer Internship Details:
- Titan (Sales)
- Exploring distribution avenues for smart wearables

**Shreyas Khare**

Graduation Degree: B.Tech. (Mechanical Engineering)
Graduation College: Vishwakarma Institute of Technology
Graduation University: Savitribai Phule Pune University
Graduation Year: 2015

Work Experience Details:
- 24 Months: JFE Engineering India Pvt. Ltd. (Engineer)

Summer Internship Details:
- Shree Malani Foams Pvt. Ltd. (Project Manager)
- Project Report Preparation for a new PU Foam Manufacturing Plant at Bhubaneswar

**Renu Pahune**

Graduation Degree: B.E. (Electronics Engineering)
Graduation College: Sri Ramdeobaba College of Engineering and Management
Graduation University: Rashtrasant Tukaram Mahavidyalaya
Graduation Year: 2015

Work Experience Details:
- 25 Months: Infosys Ltd. (Systems Engineer)

Summer Internship Details:
- Capillary Technologies (HR)
- Zoho roll out
Aarthi V
Graduation Degree : B.Tech. (Electronics and Communication Engineering)
Graduation College : Amrita School of Engineering, Coimbatore
Graduation University : Amrita Vishwa Vidyapeetham
Graduation Year : 2014
Total Work Experience : 25 Months
Work Experience Details :
- 25 Months : Ericsson India Global Services Pvt. Ltd. (Network Engineer)
Summer Internship Organization : Yirtusa
Summer Internship Profile : Data Analyst
Project Title: Minimizing Revenue Leakage for Retail Banks

Sowmith Adicherla
Graduation Degree : B.Tech. (Mechanical Engineering)
Graduation College : Sri Venkateswara Institute of Science and Technology
Graduation University : Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University, Hyderabad
Graduation Year : 2015
Total Work Experience : 25 Months
Work Experience Details :
- 25 Months : Infosys Ltd. (Senior Systems Engineer)
Summer Internship Organization : Dalmia Cement
Summer Internship Profile : Operations
Project Title: Logistics District Action Plan - Odisha

Utsav Sen
Graduation Degree : B.Pharm
Graduation College : Jadavpur University
Graduation University : University of Calcutta
Graduation Year : 2014
Total Work Experience : 25 Months
Work Experience Details :
- 25 Months : Tata Consultancy Services Ltd.
Summer Internship Organization : Wipro
Summer Internship Profile : IT Consulting
Project Title: Agent Stack Standardization

Aswathi N V
Graduation Degree : B.Tech. (Electronics and Communication Engineering)
Graduation College : College of Engineering Technology
Graduation University : University of Kerala
Graduation Year : 2014
Total Work Experience : 27 Months
Work Experience Details :
- 27 Months : Gartner Technologies (QA Engineer)
Summer Internship Organization : Wipro
Summer Internship Profile : IT Consulting
Project Title: Agent Stack Standardization

Yelaga Sunil Kumar
Graduation Degree : B.Tech. (Electronics and Communication Engineering)
Graduation College : Gandhi Institute of Technology And Management
Graduation University : GITAM University
Graduation Year : 2014
Total Work Experience : 28 Months
Work Experience Details :
- 28 Months : Aricent Technologies (Software Engineer)
Summer Internship Organization : EPIC IndiFi
Summer Internship Profile : Sales/Service Development
Project Title: Study of Technology Environment in BFSI

Vishal Varkhede
Graduation Degree : B.Tech. (Electronics Engineering)
Graduation College : Vishwashakram Institute of Technology (VIT) - Pune
Graduation University : Pune University
Graduation Year : 2014
Total Work Experience : 30 Months
Work Experience Details :
- 30 Months : IBM (Oracle Application Developer)
Summer Internship Organization : Dalmia Cement
Summer Internship Profile : Operations
Project Title: Operations

Surbhi Jain
Graduation Degree : B.E
Graduation College : Jabalpur Engineering College
Graduation University : Rajiv Gandhi Proudyogiki Vishwavidyalaya
Graduation Year : 2014
Total Work Experience : 30 Months
Work Experience Details :
- 30 Months : Infosys Ltd. (Senior Systems Engineer)
Summer Internship Organization : Accenture Digital
Summer Internship Profile : Analytics
Project Title: Talent Wellness Analytics

Rahul Barman
Graduation Degree : B.Tech.
Graduation College : Collage of Engineering Technology
Graduation University : University of Calcutta
Graduation Year : 2014
Total Work Experience : 30 Months
Work Experience Details :
- 24 Months : UCO BANK (Assistant Manager)
Summer Internship Organization : Google
Summer Internship Profile : Analytics
Project Title: Automating Brilliant Basics: Gap analysis

Ruby Grover
Graduation Degree : B.E
Graduation College : Thapar University, Patiala
Graduation University : Thapar University, Patiala
Graduation Year : 2014
Total Work Experience : 30 Months
Work Experience Details :
- 30 Months : Tata Consultancy Services Ltd.
Summer Internship Organization : Titan
Summer Internship Profile : Sales
Project Title: To chalk out the strategy & the road map for “IN APP” MONETIZATION for the watches division

Shijit Arora
Graduation Degree : B.Tech.
Graduation College : Assam Engineering College
Graduation University : Assam University
Graduation Year : 2014
Total Work Experience : 30 Months
Work Experience Details :
- 30 Months : Tata Consultancy Services Ltd.
Summer Internship Organization : YMCA University of Science and Technology
Summer Internship Profile : Sales
Project Title: Merchandising Gaps for Tanishq Jewellery
Lead Indicators for Tanishq Bridal Jewellery
Kumar Manglam Agarwal
Graduation Degree : B.E. (Electronics and Communication Engineering)
Graduation College : Manipal Institute of Technology
Graduation University : Manipal University
Graduation Year : 2014
Work Experience Details :
• 30 Months : Tata Consultancy Services Ltd. (System Engineer)
Summer Internship Organization : Three Cement
Summer Internship Profile : Operations
Project Title: Use of alternate energy in mines

Sagnik Sengupta
Graduation Degree : B.E. (Electronics and Communication Engineering)
Graduation College : Techno India, Salt Lake
Graduation University : West Bengal University of Technology
Graduation Year : 2014
Work Experience Details :
• 31 Months : Tata Consultancy Services Ltd. (Systems Engineer)
Summer Internship Organization : PwC
Summer Internship Profile : Tech Consultant
Project Title:
• Blockchain technology: Whitepapers
• Blockchain technology: Use case creation

Raman Sharma
Graduation Degree : B.Tech. (Electronics and Communication Engineering)
Graduation College : G B Pant Engineering College
Graduation University : IP University Delhi
Graduation Year : 2014
Work Experience Details :
• 31 Months : Infosys Ltd. (Test Engineer)
Summer Internship Organization : Wipro
Summer Internship Profile : IT Consulting
Project Title:
• Methodologies for Testing a Smart Application

Veena Poduru
Graduation Degree : B.E. (Electronics and Communication Engineering)
Graduation College : Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University, Hyderabad
Graduation University : Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University, Hyderabad
Graduation Year : 2014
Work Experience Details :
• 31 Months : IBM (SAP/SCM MIN Consultant/Package Solutions Consultant)
Summer Internship Organization : Anand Automotive
Summer Internship Profile : Finance/Marketing
Project Title:
• CHA Charges Analysis
• Consumables Analysis for the Tenure 2015-18

Nikhil Tomson
Graduation Degree : B.Tech. (Electronics and Communication Engineering)
Graduation College : College of Engineering, Trivandum
Graduation University : University of Kerala
Graduation Year : 2014
Work Experience Details :
• 31 Months : Cognizant Technology Solutions (Programmer Analyst)
Summer Internship Organization : Titan
Summer Internship Profile : Operations
Project Title:
• Industry 4.D at Titan Watches
• Scientific Inventory Model

Divya Jain
Graduation Degree : B.Tech. (Information Technology)
Graduation College : University College of Engineering
Graduation University : Rajasthan Technical University, Kota
Graduation Year : 2014
Work Experience Details :
• 31 Months : Accenture Solutions Pvt. Ltd. (Application Development Analyst)
Summer Internship Organization : BeniQ
Summer Internship Profile : Tech Consultant
Project Title:
• Mainstream Eye Care Monitors
• ECommerce for BeniQ Monitors

Angshuman Maity
Graduation Degree : B.Tech. (Chemical Engineering)
Graduation College : Durgapur Institute Of Advanced Technology And Management
Graduation University : West Bengal University of Technology
Graduation Year : 2013
Work Experience Details :
• 10 Months : Omkara Chemicals and Bulk Drugs Pvt. Ltd. (Process Engineer)

Prakash Anand
Graduation Degree : B.Tech. (Computer Science Engineering)
Graduation College : JSS Academy of Technical Education
Graduation University : Uttar Pradesh Technical University
Graduation Year : 2014
Work Experience Details :
• 32 Months : Infosys Ltd. (Test Engineer)
Summer Internship Organization : Wipro
Summer Internship Profile : IT Consulting
Project Title:
• Portfolio Disposition of IP Based Solutions

Nupur Gupta
Graduation Degree : B.Tech. (Electrical and Power Engineering)
Graduation College : Government Engineering College, Nagpur
Graduation University : Gajraj Technological University
Graduation Year : 2014
Work Experience Details :
• 32 Months : Infosys Ltd. (Technical Engineer)
Summer Internship Organization : Wipro
Summer Internship Profile : IT Consulting
Project Title:
• Portfolio Disposition of IP Based Solutions

Manish Kumar
Graduation Degree : B.E. (Electronics and Communication Engineering)
Graduation College : Government Engineering College, Bhiwadi
Graduation University : Gujarat Technological University
Graduation Year : 2014
Work Experience Details :
• 32 Months : Tata Consultancy Services Ltd. (System Engineer)
Summer Internship Organization : Dalmia Cement
Summer Internship Profile : Operations
Project Title:
• District Action Plan - Logistics

Aditya Battalwar
Graduation Degree : B.Tech. (Electrical and Power Engineering)
Graduation College : University of Madras
Graduation University : Raman Maran Engineering College, Nagercoil
Graduation Year : 2014
Work Experience Details :
• 32 Months : Infosys Ltd. (Senior Systems Engineer)
Summer Internship Organization : Wipro
Summer Internship Profile : IT Consulting
Project Title:
• Best In Class Quality Engineering Maturity Model

Umair Haque
Graduation Degree : B.Tech. (Electronics and Communication Engineering)
Graduation College : IEM
Graduation University : WBUT
Graduation Year : 2014
Work Experience Details :
• 14 Months : Infosys Ltd. (System Engineer)
• 19 Months : AyaamLabs Pvt. Ltd. (Software developer)
Summer Internship Organization : Gensys
Summer Internship Profile : Operations
Project Title:
• American International School of Jeddah
Anshuman Kumar
Graduation Degree : B.E. (Electronics and Communication Engineering)
Graduation College : Manipal Institute of Technology
Graduation University : Manipal University
Graduation Year : 2014
Work Experience Details :
• 33 Months : Tata Consultancy Services Ltd. (System Engineer)
Summer Internship Organization : Capillary Technologies
Summer Internship Profile : Account Management
Project Title: • Pizza Hot META OLO & FCDS Implementation

Total Work Experience : 33 Months

Neha Sinha
Graduation Degree : B.E. (Electronics and Communication Engineering)
Graduation College : Manipal Institute of Technology
Graduation University : Manipal University
Graduation Year : 2014
Work Experience Details :
• 33 Months : Tata Consultancy Services Ltd. (Senior Systems Engineer)
Summer Internship Organization : Computaris
Summer Internship Profile : Marketing
Project Title: • Designing Business Cases for sales pitching

Total Work Experience : 33 Months

Payel Mukherjee
Graduation Degree : B.Tech. (Computer Science Engineering)
Graduation College : Nusula Institute of Technology
Graduation University : West Bengal University of Technology
Graduation Year : 2014
Work Experience Details :
• 6 Months : PricewaterhouseCoopers Pvt. Ltd. (Consultant)
Summer Internship Organization : PwC
Summer Internship Profile : Tech Consultant
Project Title: • Cloud Migration Assessment Framework • Smart Retail Business Proposion

Total Work Experience : 33 Months

Abhinav Kumar
Graduation Degree : B.E. (Mechanical Engineering)
Graduation College : DayanandaSagar College of Engineering
Graduation University : Visvesvaraya Technological University
Graduation Year : 2014
Work Experience Details :
• 27 Months : Tata Consultancy Services Ltd. (System Engineer)

Total Work Experience : 33 Months

Shivangi Maheshwari
Graduation Degree : B.Tech. (Computer Science Engineering)
Graduation College : Rajarshi Shrinivas University of engineering and technology
Graduation University : MG university
Graduation Year : 2014
Work Experience Details :
• 34 Months : Cogezent Technology Solutions (Programmer Analyst)
Summer Internship Organization : PwC
Summer Internship Profile : Tech Consultant
Project Title: • Process improvement of Vendor on boarding and selection in new market place

Total Work Experience : 34 Months

Vivek Kumar Jhunjhunwala
Graduation Degree : B.Tech. (Electronics and Communication Engineering)
Graduation College : NIT Patna
Graduation University : NIT Patna
Graduation Year : 2014
Work Experience Details :
• 34 Months : IBM (Application developer)
Summer Internship Organization : eBay
Summer Internship Profile : Analytics Intern
Project Title: • To develop model for exports and imports

Total Work Experience : 34 Months

Bhagyada Dhirgra
Graduation Degree : B.Tech. (Mechanical with specialisation in Automotive Engineering)
Graduation College : Velore Institute of technology, Vellore
Graduation University : VIT University
Graduation Year : 2014
Work Experience Details :
• 34 Months : Fiat Chrysler Automobiles (Engineer)
Summer Internship Organization : eBay
Summer Internship Profile : Analytics Intern
Project Title: • Identification of Business Buyers for Germany

Total Work Experience : 34 Months

Karan Bhagat
Graduation Degree : B.E. (Electrical Engineering)
Graduation College : Shri Ramdeo Baba College of Engineering and Management
Graduation University : Napurgar University
Graduation Year : 2014
Work Experience Details :
• 35 Months : Accenture Solutions Pvt. Ltd. (Application Developer Analyst)
Summer Internship Organization : Wipro
Summer Internship Profile : IT Consulting
Project Title: • Diversifying Anomaly Detection Platform to Telecom Industry

Total Work Experience : 35 Months

Mayank Bhashker
Graduation Degree : B.Tech. (Computer Science Engineering)
Graduation College : Halika Institute of Technology
Graduation University : West Bengal University of Technology
Graduation Year : 2014
Work Experience Details :
• 34 Months : Infosys Ltd. (Test Engineer)

Total Work Experience : 34 Months

Sivaraamakrishnan D
Graduation Degree : B.E. (Electrical Engineering)
Graduation College : College of Engineering Guindy, Chennai
Graduation University : Anna University
Graduation Year : 2014
Work Experience Details :
• 35 Months : Tata Consultancy Services Ltd. (Engineer - Projects)
Summer Internship Organization : Wipro
Summer Internship Profile : Tech Consultant
Project Title: • CM Dashboard - Bus Connectivity Project

Total Work Experience : 35 Months

Varnika Sharma
Graduation Degree : B.Tech. (Electronics and Communication Engineering)
Graduation College : Deenbandhu Chhotu Ram University of Science and Technology, Murthal/Sonepat
Graduation University : Deenbandhu Chhotu Ram University of Science and Technology, Murthal/Sonepat
Graduation Year : 2014
Work Experience Details :
• 35 Months : Infosys Limited (Engineer - Projects)
Summer Internship Organization : Infosys
Summer Internship Profile : Tech Consultant
Project Title: • Concept note for developing science centre at Ranchi into a science city

Total Work Experience : 35 Months

Vineet Mishra
Graduation Degree : B.Tech. (Civil Engineering)
Graduation College : SRM College of Engineering and Technology
Graduation University : SRM University
Graduation Year : 2014
Work Experience Details :
• 35 Months : L&T ECC (Senior Engineer)

Total Work Experience : 35 Months
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Work Experience Details:
- 35 Months: L&T Technology Services
  (Senior Quality Engineer)
  Summer Internship Organization: Amazon
  Summer Internship Profile: Catalog Manager
  Project Title: Defect Elimination

Total Work Experience: 35 Months

Graduation Degree: B. Tech.
  (Information Technology)
Graduation College: Visvesvaraya National Institute of Technology, Nagpur
Graduation University: Visvesvaraya National Institute of Technology,
B.Tech. Graduation Degree:
Graduation Year: 2014

Saurabh Giri

Work Experience Details:
- 35 Months: Reliance Industries Ltd.
  (Manager)
  Summer Internship Organization: Amazon
  Summer Internship Profile: Operations
  Project Title: Implementation of EPOD project at JCW plant Bokaro

Total Work Experience: 35 Months

Graduation Degree: B.Tech.
  (Metallurgical & Materials Engineering)
Graduation College: Haldia Institute of Technology
Graduation University: West Bengal University of Technology
Graduation Degree: B.Tech.
Graduation Year: 2013

Raj Thakkar

Work Experience Details:
- 36 Months: Tata Consultancy Services Ltd.
  (System Engineer)
  Summer Internship Organization: Ansals STS
  Summer Internship Profile: Business Development
  Project Title: Generating Real Time Analysis Report from LinkedIn
  Automation of invoice processing

Total Work Experience: 35 Months

Graduation Degree: B.Tech.
  (Electronics and Communication Engineering)
Graduation College: Veermata Jijabai Technological Institute, Mumbai
Graduation University: University of Mumbai
Graduation Year: 2014

Ashwani Kumar

Work Experience Details:
- 36 Months: Tatas Consultancy Services Ltd.
  Summer Internship Organization: Amazon
  Summer Internship Profile: Catalog Manager
  Project Title: Overview of signalling project in railway

Total Work Experience: 36 Months

Graduation Degree: B.Tech.
  (Mechanical Engineering)
Graduation College: Maulana Azad National Institute of Technology, Bhopal
Graduation University: NIT Bhopal
Graduation Year: 2014

Shubhanshu Gupta

Work Experience Details:
- 36 Months: Fiat India Automobiles Pvt. Ltd.
  (Assistant Manager)
  Summer Internship Organization: Siemens
  Summer Internship Profile: Market Research
  Project Title: Landscape of Circular Economy - Impact, applications and opportunities

Total Work Experience: 36 Months

Graduation Degree: B.Tech.
  (Petroleum Engineering)
Graduation College: Pandit Deendayal Petroleum University
Graduation University: Pandit Deendayal Petroleum University
Graduation Year: 2014

Swapnil Sarkar

Work Experience Details:
- 41 Months: Infosys Ltd.
  (Senior Systems Engineer)
  Summer Internship Organization: Patanjali Systems
  Summer Internship Profile: Digital Marketing
  Project Title: Comparative Study of Business Apps

Total Work Experience: 41 Months

Graduation Degree: B.Tech.
  (Applied Electronics and Instrumentation)
Graduation College: Heritage Institute of Technology
Graduation University: West Bengal University of Technology
Graduation Year: 2013

Dinesh Sawarkar

Work Experience Details:
- 36 Months: Sunflag Iron & Steel Co. Ltd.
  (Senior Engineer)
  Summer Internship Organization: Circular Angle
  Summer Internship Profile: Market Research
  Project Title: Talent Maturity Plan - Career Architecture

Total Work Experience: 36 Months

Graduation Degree: B.Tech.
  (Mechanical Engineering)
Graduation College: Visvesvaraya National Institute of Technology, Nagpur
Graduation University: National Institute of Technology
Graduation Year: 2014

Roshan Singh

Work Experience Details:
- 36 Months: Tata Consultancy Services Ltd.
  Summer Internship Organization: Infosys Ltd.
  Summer Internship Profile: Test Engineer
  Project Title: Analysis of customer escape at Yodlee

Total Work Experience: 36 Months

Graduation Degree: B.Tech.
  (Production Engineering)
Graduation College: Heritage Institute of Technology
Graduation University: Babur Systems
Graduation Year: 2013

Chandan Kumar

Work Experience Details:
- 40 Months: Infosys Ltd.
  (Test Engineer)
  Summer Internship Organization: Tata Consultancy Services Ltd.
  Summer Internship Profile: Program Management
  Project Title: Digital Marketing of Wipro Solutions and IP based offerings

Total Work Experience: 40 Months

Graduation Degree: B.Tech.
  (Industrial Technology, Bhubaneshwar)
Graduation College: Kalinga Institute of Industrial Technology
Graduation University: Bhubaneshwar
Graduation Year: 2014

Shashank Sahu

Work Experience Details:
- 35 Months: Sunflag Iron & Steel Co. Ltd.
  (Senior Engineer)
  Summer Internship Organization: Circular Angle
  Summer Internship Profile: Market Research
  Project Title: Talent Maturity Plan - Career Architecture

Total Work Experience: 35 Months

Graduation Degree: B.Tech.
  (Electronics and Communication Engineering)
Graduation College: Visvesvaraya National Institute of Technology, Nagpur
Graduation University: Visvesvaraya National Institute of Technology,
B.Tech. Graduation Degree:
Graduation Year: 2014

Nikhil Patil

Work Experience Details:
- 36 Months: Reliance Industries Ltd.
  (Manager)
  Summer Internship Organization: Damna Cement
  Summer Internship Profile: Operations
  Project Title: Implementation of EPOD project at JCW plant Bokaro

Total Work Experience: 36 Months

Graduation Degree: B.Tech.
  (Mechanical Engineering)
Graduation College: Veermata Jijabai Technological Institute, Mumbai
Graduation University: University of Mumbai
Graduation Year: 2014

Swapnil Sarkar

Work Experience Details:
- 41 Months: Tata Consulting Services Ltd.
  Summer Internship Organization: Ansaldo STS
  Summer Internship Profile: Business Development
  Project Title: Overview of signalling project in railway

Total Work Experience: 41 Months

Graduation Degree: B.Tech.
  (Mechanical Engineering)
Graduation College: Visvesvaraya National Institute of Technology, Nagpur
Graduation University: National Institute of Technology
Graduation Year: 2014

Raj Thakkar

Work Experience Details:
- 35 Months: Tata Consultancy Services Ltd.
  Summer Internship Organization: Amazon
  Summer Internship Profile: Catalog Manager
  Project Title: Overview of signalling project in railway

Total Work Experience: 35 Months

Graduation Degree: B.Tech.
  (Mechanical Engineering)
Graduation College: Veermata Jijabai Technological Institute, Mumbai
Graduation University: University of Mumbai
Graduation Year: 2014
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Moyya Dilip Kumar

- Total Work Experience: 46 Months
- Graduation Degree: B. Tech. (Electronics and Communication Engineering)
- Graduation College: VJTI, V.J. College of Engineering
- Graduation University: Mumbai University
- Graduation Year: 2013
- Work Experience Details:
  - 35 Months: Tech Mahindra Ltd.
    - Software Engineer
  - 11 Months: HSBC Software Development India
    - System Administrator
- Summer Internship Organization: Circular Angle
- Summer Internship Profile: Market Research
- Project Title:
  - Employee Engagement Survey

Sampada Meshram

- Total Work Experience: 46 Months
- Graduation Degree: B. Tech. (Electrical Engineering)
- Graduation College: WeSchool College
- Graduation University: Shivaji University
- Graduation Year: 2013
- Work Experience Details:
  - 46 Months: Tata Consultancy Services Ltd.
    - System Engineer
- Summer Internship Organization: Wipro
- Summer Internship Profile: IT Consulting
- Project Title:
  - Alternative pricing for wipro IP

Prashant Agarwal

- Total Work Experience: 49 Months
- Graduation Degree: B. Tech. (Electrical Engineering)
- Graduation College: MNIT, Jaipur
- Graduation Year: 2013
- Work Experience Details:
  - 49 Months: Cognizant India Ltd.
    - CM Engineer Maintenance
  - 11 Months: Hero NetsCorp
- Summer Internship Organization: Hero NetsCorp
- Summer Internship Profile: Business Analyst
- Project Title:
  - Fixed Ordering and Fixed Day Dispatch

YINOD GUPTA SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT, IIT Kharagpur
Stream-wise breakup of 2018-20 Batch

- Chemical, Applied Petroleum (10%)
- Civil, Ceramic & Construction Technology (10%)
- Computer Science (17%)
- Electrical and Electronics, Electrical (17%)
- Electronics and Communication, Applied & Instrumentation (29%)
- Information Technology, Software Engineering (5%)
- Mechanical Engineering (29%)
- Industrial, Mining, Metallurgical Engineering (6%)
- Production Engineering, Food Technology and Management (3%)
- Electronics and Communication, Applied & Instrumentation (29%)
- Electrical and Electronics, Electrical (3%)

Work Experience wise breakup

- Freshers (0 - 11 months) 8.7%
- < 2 years (12 - 23 months) 39.7%
- < 3 years (24 - 35 months) 39.7%
- < 4 years (36 - 47 months) 9.5%
- 4+ years (48+ months) 2.4%

Domain-wise work-experience

- IT 42%
- Operations 31%
- Sales & Marketing 9%
- Data Analytics 5%
- Consulting 3%
- Financial Services 3%
- Others 7%

VINOD GUPTA SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT, IIT KHARAGPUR
Santosh Kulkarni
Graduation Degree: B. E. (Electronics and Communication Engineering)
Graduation College: B. V. Bhoomaraddi College of Engineering & Technology, Hubli
Graduation University: Visvesvaraya Technological University, Belagavi
Graduation Year: 2016
Work Experience Details:
- 9 Months: Tata Elxsi (Engineer)

Hari Prasad N
Graduation Degree: B. E. (Electrical and Electronics Engineering)
Graduation College: Rajalakshmi Engineering College
Graduation University: Anna University
Graduation Year: 2016
Work Experience Details:
- 10 Months: Cognizant Technology Solutions (Engineer Trainee)

Aakash Singh
Graduation Degree: B. Tech. (Computer Science Engineering)
Graduation College: Vellore Institute of Technology, Chennai Campus
Graduation University: Vellore Institute of Technology
Graduation Year: 2016
Work Experience Details:
- 10 Months: JM Financial Services Ltd. (Trainee)

Rajeev Mahiwal
Graduation Degree: B. E. (Instrumentation & Control)
Graduation College: Netaji Subhas Institute of Technology
Graduation University: University of Delhi
Graduation Year: 2017
Work Experience Details:
- 11 Months: Accenture Solutions Pvt. Ltd. (Associate Software Engineer)

Konapala Prudhvi
Graduation Degree: B. Tech. (Mechanical Engineering)
Graduation College: Malaviya National Institute of Technology, Jaipur
Graduation University: Malaviya National Institute of Technology, Jaipur
Graduation Year: 2016
Work Experience Details:
- 12 Months: Subros Ltd. (Engineer)

Sahil Sawalkar
Graduation Degree: B. E. (Civil Engineering)
Graduation College: R. V. College of Engineering
Graduation University: Visvesvaraya Technological University, Belagavi
Graduation Year: 2016
Work Experience Details:
- 12 Months: Urbanac Projects Pvt. Ltd. (Bharatiya City) (Graduate Engineer Trainee)

Padakanti Akhil
Graduation Degree: B. E. (Mechanical Engineering)
Graduation College: Chattanyara Bharath Institute of Technology
Graduation University: Osmania University
Graduation Year: 2017
Work Experience Details:
- 13 Months: Infosys Ltd. (System Engineer)

Neeraj Bhuyan
Graduation Degree: B. Tech. (Mechanical Engineering)
Graduation College: National Institute of Technology, Hamirpur
Graduation University: National Institute of Technology, Hamirpur
Graduation Year: 2016
Work Experience Details:
- 13 Months: JSW Energy (Graduate Engineering Trainee)

Soma Bhattacharya
Graduation Degree: B. E. (Computer Science Engineering)
Graduation College: Chandigarh College of Engineering and Technology
Graduation University: Panjab University
Graduation Year: 2016
Work Experience Details:
- 13 Months: Infosys Ltd. (System Engineer)

Madhav Krishna
Graduation Degree: B. Tech. (Computer Engineering)
Graduation College: National Institute of Technology, Kurukshetra
Graduation University: National Institute of Technology, Kurukshetra
Graduation Year: 2016
Work Experience Details:
- 13 Months: Bharat Airtel Ltd. (Senior Executive)

Badukale Akshay Rajendra
Graduation Degree: B. Tech. (Civil Engineering)
Graduation College: Vithalrao Tambekar National Institute of Technology, Nagpur
Graduation University: Vithalrao Tambekar National Institute of Technology, Nagpur
Graduation Year: 2016
Work Experience Details:
- 13 Months: Infosys Ltd. (System Engineer)

Anuvid Mishra
Graduation Degree: B. Tech. (Chemical Engineering)
Graduation College: Mauana Azad National Institute of Technology, Bhopal
Graduation University: Mauana Azad National Institute of Technology, Bhopal
Graduation Year: 2017
Work Experience Details:
- 13 Months: Yuktan Technologies Pvt. Ltd. (Sales Executive)
Rajkheeti Ananthan
Graduation Degree: B. Tech. (Electronics and Telecommunications)
Graduation College: Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur
Graduation University: Mahatma Gandhi University
Graduation Year: 2016
Work Experience Details:
• 15 Months: Linsta Services (Projects Engineer)
Total Work Experience: 15 Months

Kulkarni Kedar Shridhar
Graduation Degree: B. E. (Mechanical Engineering)
Graduation College: Sishagad College of Engineering, Pune
Graduation University: Savitribai Phule Pune University
Graduation Year: 2016
Work Experience Details:
• 16 Months: Shapoorji Pallonji Engineering and Construction (Engineer Services- MEP)
Total Work Experience: 16 Months

Anupam
Graduation Degree: B. Tech. (Industrial and Production Engineering)
Graduation College: Dr. B. R. Ambedkar National Institute of Technology, Jalandhar
Graduation University: Dr. B. R. Ambedkar National Institute of Technology, Jalandhar
Graduation Year: 2015
Work Experience Details:
• 12 Months: Delivery (Associate)
• 4 Months: Fab Furnish (Bluesock Esystems Pvt. Ltd.) (Senior Executive)
Total Work Experience: 16 Months

Bonde Rahul Jagannath
Graduation Degree: B. Tech. (Electronics & Telecommunications)
Graduation College: College of Engineering, Pune
Graduation University: Savitribai Phule Pune University
Graduation Year: 2016
Work Experience Details:
• 18 Months: Eaton India Innovation Center LLP (Associate Engineer)
Total Work Experience: 18 Months

Kushal Choudhury
Graduation Degree: B. Tech. (Electrical Engineering)
Graduation College: Jai Petty Government Engineering College
Graduation University: Maulana Abul Kalam Azad University of Technology (WBUT), West Bengal
Graduation Year: 2016
Work Experience Details:
• 18 Months: Tata Consultancy Services (Assistant Systems Engineer)
Total Work Experience: 18 Months

Anand Kumar
Graduation Degree: B. Tech. (Electronics Engineering)
Graduation College: Birsa Institute of Technology, Sindri
Graduation University: Vinoba Bhave University
Graduation Year: 2015
Work Experience Details:
• 18 Months: Indian Navy (Midshipman Officer Trainee)
Total Work Experience: 18 Months

Rajarshi Mondal
Graduation Degree: B. Tech. (Mechanical Engineering)
Graduation College: National Institute of Technology, Rourkela
Graduation University: National Institute of Technology, Rourkela
Graduation Year: 2016
Work Experience Details:
• 19 Months: Tata Steel Ltd. (Manager, Mechanical Maintenance)
Total Work Experience: 19 Months

Panmand Meghraj Vijay
Graduation Degree: B. E. (Mechanical Engineering)
Graduation College: Government College of Engineering and Research, Awasari (JD), Pune
Graduation University: Savitribai Phule Pune University
Graduation Year: 2016
Work Experience Details:
• 7 Months: Benteler Automotive India Pvt. Ltd. (Executive Assistant to the Managing Director)
Total Work Experience: 19 Months

Jayant Taparia
Graduation Degree: B. Tech. (Information Technology)
Graduation College: Institute of Engineering and Management
Graduation University: Maulana Abul Kalam Azad University of Technology (WBUT), West Bengal
Graduation Year: 2016
Work Experience Details:
• 19 Months: Tata Consultancy Services (Assistant System Engineer)
Total Work Experience: 19 Months

Badam V R Radhe Shyam
Graduation Degree: B. Tech. (Electrical Engineering)
Graduation College: Indian Institute of Technology, Rourkela
Graduation University: Indian Institute of Technology, Rourkela
Graduation Year: 2015
Work Experience Details:
• 19 Months: Energo Engineering Projects Ltd. (Manager, Mechanical Maintenance)
• 19 Months: Tata Consultancy Services (Assistant Manager - Electrical Engineering)
Total Work Experience: 19 Months

Ankith Kondapally
Graduation Degree: B. E. (Civil Engineering)
Graduation College: Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology
Graduation University: Osmania University
Graduation Year: 2016
Work Experience Details:
• 19 Months: Cognizant Technology Solutions (Programmer Analyst)
Total Work Experience: 19 Months

Shrawya Goyal
Graduation Degree: B. Tech. (Electronics and Communication)
Graduation College: Ganeshi Lal Agrawal University
Graduation University: Ganeshi Lal Agrawal University
Graduation Year: 2015
Work Experience Details:
• 20 Months: Wipro Ltd. (Project Engineer)
Total Work Experience: 20 Months
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Sandesh R Nayak
Graduation Degree: B. E. (Mechanical Engineering)
Graduation College: P E S Institute of Technology, Bangalore
Graduation University: Visvesvaraya Technological University, Belagavi
Graduation Year: 2016

Work Experience Details:
- 12 Months: Hycom Engineering (India) Pvt. Ltd. (Graduate Engineer Trainee - Marketing)
- 8 Months: Knoppix Media Private Ltd. (Marketing Analyst)

Total Work Experience: 20 Months

Pinak Samui
Graduation Degree: B. E. (Electronics and Communications Engineering)
Graduation College: Heritage Institute of Technology
Graduation University: Maulana Abul Kalam Azad University of Technology (WBUT), West Bengal
Graduation Year: 2016

Work Experience Details:
- 20 Months: Tata Consultancy Services (Assistant Systems Engineer)

Total Work Experience: 20 Months

Mohan Kalkal
Graduation Degree: B. Tech. (Computer Science and Engineering)
Graduation College: Dehradun Institute of Technology
Graduation University: Uttarakhand Technical University
Graduation Year: 2016

Work Experience Details:
- 20 Months: Infosys Ltd. (Systems Engineer)

Total Work Experience: 20 Months

Kamath Nishant Ramchandra
Graduation Degree: B. E. (Chemical Engineering)
Graduation College: Dwarakadas J. Sanghvi College of Engineering
Graduation University: University of Mumbai
Graduation Year: 2016

Work Experience Details:
- 20 Months: Aker Powergas Pvt. Ltd. (Engineer)

Total Work Experience: 20 Months

G Teja
Graduation Degree: B. Tech. (Electrical and Electronics Engineering)
Graduation College: Pondicherry Engineering College
Graduation University: Pondicherry University
Graduation Year: 2016

Work Experience Details:
- 20 Months: Tata Consultancy Services (Assistant Systems Engineer)

Total Work Experience: 20 Months

Akanksha Kamal
Graduation Degree: B. E. (Information Technology)
Graduation College: Mupiram Bangur Memorial Engineering College
Graduation University: Jai Narain Vyas University
Graduation Year: 2016

Work Experience Details:
- 20 Months: Tata Consultancy Services (Assistant System Engineer)

Total Work Experience: 20 Months

Nishant Arora
Graduation Degree: B. Tech. (Computer Science)
Graduation College: Guru Nanak Dev University
Graduation University: Guru Nanak Dev University
Graduation Year: 2016

Work Experience Details:
- 21 Months: Conduent (Associate Business Analyst)

Total Work Experience: 21 Months

Yash Lahoti
Graduation Degree: B. E. (Electrical and Electronics Engineering)
Graduation College: Birla Institute of Technology, Mysore
Graduation University: Birla Institute of Technology
Graduation Year: 2016

Work Experience Details:
- 11 Months: Tata Consultancy Services (Decision Analytics Associate)

Total Work Experience: 11 Months

B Ravi Baskar
Graduation Degree: B. Tech. (Chemical Engineering)
Graduation College: Shaheed Bhagat Singh College of Engineering
Graduation University: Shaheed Bhagat Singh College of Engineering
Graduation Year: 2016

Work Experience Details:
- 21 Months: Manali Petrochemicals Ltd. (Executive A, Projects)

Total Work Experience: 21 Months

Param Sharma
Graduation Degree: B. E. (Electrical and Electronics Engineering)
Graduation College: R. V. College of Engineering
Graduation University: Visvesvaraya Technological University, Belagavi
Graduation Year: 2016

Work Experience Details:
- 21 Months: Ericsson India Global Services Pvt. Ltd. (Network Engineer)

Total Work Experience: 21 Months

Bandhakavi Mounika
Graduation Degree: B. Tech. (Electronics and Communications Engineering)
Graduation College: J. N. Institute of Technology
Graduation University: Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University, Hyderabad
Graduation Year: 2016

Work Experience Details:
- 21 Months: Ericsson India Global Services Pvt. Ltd. (Engineer)

Total Work Experience: 21 Months

Ankit Kumar Kanaujia
Graduation Degree: B. Tech. (Mechanical Engineering)
Graduation College: Guru Nanak Dev University
Graduation University: Guru Nanak Dev University
Graduation Year: 2016

Work Experience Details:
- 2 Months: OK Play India Ltd. (Graduate Engineering Trainee)
- 7 Months: Robo EduTech India Pvt. Ltd. (Business Development Executive)
- 13 Months: Kanji Fertilizers (Trainee)

Total Work Experience: 22 Months
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Graduation Degree</th>
<th>Graduation College</th>
<th>Graduation University</th>
<th>Graduation Year</th>
<th>Work Experience Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Akash Sau</td>
<td>B.Tech. (ME)</td>
<td>SVNIT</td>
<td>Maulana Abul Kalam Azad University of Technology (WBUT), West Bengal</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>22 Months: Teach for India (Fellows)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kosha Agarwal</td>
<td>B.Tech. (CS &amp; E)</td>
<td>Rajasthan Technical University, Kota</td>
<td>Rajasthan Technical University, Kota</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>22 Months: Infosys Ltd. (Systems Engineer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nishant Kumar</td>
<td>B.Tech. (ME)</td>
<td>MNIT</td>
<td>Aryabhatta Knowledge University, Patna</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>22 Months: Adani Power Ltd. (Senior Engineer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pratik Nagi</td>
<td>B.Tech. (CS &amp; E)</td>
<td>IIT Bombay</td>
<td>Maulana Abul Kalam Azad University of Technology (WBUT), West Bengal</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>22 Months: Tata Consultancy Services (Assistant System Engineer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sai Krishna U V</td>
<td>B.Tech. (PE)</td>
<td>IIT Delhi</td>
<td>National Institute of Technology, Patna</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>20 Months: Tata Motors (Senior Manager)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Abhishek Gupta        | M.Tech. (CSE & M) | Indian Institute of Technology, Madras | Indian Institute of Technology, Madras | 2016            | 22 Months: Larsen & Toubro Ltd. (Senior Engineer) |
| Subham Paul           | B.Tech. (CS & E)  | IIT Bombay          | Maulana Abul Kalam Azad University of Technology (WBUT), West Bengal | 2016            | 22 Months: Infosys Ltd. (Systems Engineer) |
| Sourabh Ajit Kamble   | B. E. (ME)        | Vellore Institute of Technology | Maulana Abul Kalam Azad National Institute of Technology, Bhopal | 2016            | 23 Months: Vellore Institute of Technology |
| Swati Solanki         | B.Tech. (CS)      | Vellore Institute of Technology | Maulana Abul Kalam Azad National Institute of Technology, Bhopal | 2016            | 23 Months: Vellore Institute of Technology |
| Madhup Kedia          | B.Tech. (ME)      | Vellore Institute of Technology | Maulana Abul Kalam Azad National Institute of Technology, Bhopal | 2016            | 23 Months: Vellore Institute of Technology |
| Akash Sau             | B.Tech. (CS & E)  | IIT Bombay          | Maulana Abul Kalam Azad University of Technology (WBUT), West Bengal | 2016            | 22 Months: Infosys Ltd. (Systems Engineer) |
| Sai Krishna U V       | B.Tech. (PE)      | IIT Delhi           | National Institute of Technology, Patna | 2016            | 20 Months: Tata Motors (Senior Manager) |
| Swati Solanki         | B.Tech. (CS)      | Vellore Institute of Technology | Maulana Abul Kalam Azad National Institute of Technology, Bhopal | 2016            | 23 Months: Vellore Institute of Technology |
| Madhup Kedia          | B.Tech. (ME)      | Vellore Institute of Technology | Maulana Abul Kalam Azad National Institute of Technology, Bhopal | 2016            | 23 Months: Vellore Institute of Technology |
Harmanjasraj Grewal
Graduation Degree : B. E. (Electrical Engineering)
Graduation College : Thapar University
Graduation University : Thapar University
Graduation Year : 2015
Work Experience Details :
• 23 Months : JSW Steel Ltd. (Junior Manager)

Mohammed Anas Mirza
Graduation Degree : B. E. (Instrumentation & Control)
Graduation College : Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel Institute of Technology
Graduation University : Gujarat Technological University
Graduation Year : 2016
Work Experience Details :
• 23 Months : Whitwind (Digital Marketing Manager)

Neeraj Kumar Soni
Graduation Degree : B. Tech. (Chemical Engineering)
Graduation College : Sardar Vallabhbhai National Institute of Technology, Surat
Graduation University : Sardar Vallabhbhai National Institute of Technology, Surat
Graduation Year : 2016
Work Experience Details :
• 23 Months : Reliance Industries Ltd. (Manager)

Rohit Gupta
Graduation Degree : B. Tech. (Computer Engineering)
Graduation College : Guru Nanak Dev University
Graduation University : Guru Nanak Dev University
Graduation Year : 2016
Work Experience Details :
• 23 Months : Capgemini India (Senior Software Engineer)

Shubham Kumar
Graduation Degree : B. Tech. (Mechanical Engineering)
Graduation College : Vellore Institute of Technology
Graduation University : Vellore Institute of Technology
Graduation Year : 2016
Work Experience Details :
• 23 Months : Hexagon Capability Center India (Software Quality Analyst)

Divyanshu Surawat
Graduation Degree : B. Tech. (Mechanical Engineering)
Graduation College : Nirma Institute of Technology, Ahmedabad
Graduation University : Nirma University
Graduation Year : 2016
Work Experience Details :
• 23 Months : Gmmcu Ltd. (Senior Engineer (Sales) – HCV Division)

Dotwani Akshay Suresh
Graduation Degree : B. Tech. (Information Technology)
Graduation College : College of Engineering, Pune
Graduation University : Savitribai Phule Pune University
Graduation Year : 2016
Work Experience Details :
• 24 Months : Tata Consultancy Services (Technical Consultant)

Rishabh Panchal
Graduation Degree : B. E. (Electronics & Telecommunication Engineering)
Graduation College : K. J. Somaiya Institute of Engineering and Information Technology
Graduation University : Mumbai University
Graduation Year : 2016
Work Experience Details :
• 24 Months : Tata Consultancy Services (Developer)

Aniket Sanyal
Graduation Degree : B. E. (Electronics & Telecommunication Engineering)
Graduation College : Indian Institute of Engineering Science and Technology, Shibpur
Graduation University : Indian Institute of Engineering Science and Technology, Shibpur
Graduation Year : 2016
Work Experience Details :
• 24 Months : Cognizant Technology Solutions (Programmer Analyst)

Vinay R S
Graduation Degree : B. E. (Electronics and Communication Engineering)
Graduation College : BMS College of Engineering
Graduation University : Vivekannada Technological University, Belagavi
Graduation Year : 2012
Work Experience Details :
• 20 Months : Tata Consultancy Services (Assistant Systems Engineer Trainee)
• 4 Months : DHL (Retail Store Executive)
Harsh Agrawal
Graduation Degree: B. Tech. (Chemical Engineering)
Graduation College: HBTU, Kanpur
Graduation University: Uttar Pradesh Technical University
Graduation Year: 2016
Work Experience Details:
• 24 Months: CoCube Technologies Pvt. Ltd. (Associate Emplysbility)

Kamarajugadda Syam Chand
Graduation Degree: B. Tech. (Electrical And Communication Engineering)
Graduation College: Gudlavalleru Engineering College
Graduation University: Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University, Kakinada
Graduation Year: 2014
Work Experience Details:
• 24 Months: Infosys Ltd.

Kolli Raman
Graduation Degree: B. Tech. (Metallurgical Engineering)
Graduation College: Indian Institute of Technology, Roorkee
Graduation University: Indian Institute of Technology, Roorkee
Graduation Year: 2015
Work Experience Details:
• 24 Months: Star Wire (India) Ltd. (Engineer)

Pavithraa S
Graduation Degree: B. E. (Electronics And Communication Engineering)
Graduation College: Panimalar Institute of Technology
Graduation University: Anna University
Graduation Year: 2016
Work Experience Details:
• 24 Months: Aspark Technology Solutions (Programmer Analyst)

Shobhit Singh
Graduation Degree: B. Tech. (Electrical Engineering)
Graduation College: National Institute of Technology, Raipur
Graduation University: National Institute of Technology, Raipur
Graduation Year: 2016
Work Experience Details:
• 24 Months: Larsen & Toubro Ltd. (Senior Engineer)

Utkarsh Roy
Graduation Degree: B. E. (Computer Science & Engineering)
Graduation College: Nitte Mahalinga Acharaya Memorial Institute of Technology
Graduation University: Visvesvaraya Technological University, Belagavi
Graduation Year: 2016
Work Experience Details:
• 24 Months: Infosys Ltd. (Systems Engineer)

Divy Aggarwal
Graduation Degree: B. Tech. (Civil Engineering)
Graduation College: National Institute of Technology, Calicut
Graduation University: National Institute of Technology, Calicut
Graduation Year: 2015
Work Experience Details:
• 24 Months: KEC International Ltd. (Engineer-Central Planning)

Alok Datta
Graduation Degree: B. E. (Civil Engineering)
Graduation College: Indian Institute of Engineering Science and Technology, Shibpur
Graduation University: Indian Institute of Engineering Science and Technology, Shibpur
Graduation Year: 2015
Work Experience Details:
• 24 Months: Larsen & Toubro Ltd. (Senior Engineer (CIVIL))

Ankita Singh
Graduation Degree: B. Tech. (Civil Engineering)
Graduation College: Indian Institute of Technology (Banaras Hindu University), Varanasi
Graduation University: Indian Institute of Technology (Banaras Hindu University), Varanasi
Graduation Year: 2016
Work Experience Details:
• 24 Months: Cera Sanitaryware Ltd. (Assistant Manager)

Anukshan Ghosh
Graduation Degree: B. Tech. (Ceramic Technology)
Graduation College: Government College of Engineering and Ceramic Technology
Graduation University: Maulana Abul Kalam Azad University of Technology (WBUT), West Bengal
Graduation Year: 2016
Work Experience Details:
• 24 Months: H & H Johnson (India) Ltd. (Assistant Manager)

Arnav Mohan
Graduation Degree: B. Tech. (Computer Science Engineering)
Graduation College: University Institute of Engineering and Technology
Graduation University: Chhatrapati Shahu Ji Maharaj University
Graduation Year: 2016
Work Experience Details:
• 24 Months: Sopra Steria India (Software Engineer)

Gourav Gupta
Graduation Degree: B. Tech. (Food Technology & Management)
Graduation College: National Institute of Food Technology Entrepreneurship and Management
Graduation University: National Institute of Food Technology Entrepreneurship and Management
Graduation Year: 2016
Work Experience Details:
• 25 Months: Shriram Foods India Pvt. Ltd. (Senior Executive)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Graduation Degree</th>
<th>Graduation College</th>
<th>Graduation Year</th>
<th>Work Experience Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sarabdeep Singh</td>
<td>B. Tech. (Mechanical Engineering)</td>
<td>Bundelkhand Institute of Engineering and Technology</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>12 Months: M.K. Valve Products (Quality Control Engineer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prathhanna Roy</td>
<td>B. Tech. (Electronics and Communication)</td>
<td>Heritage Institute of Technology</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>30 Months: Wipro Ltd. (Engineer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raghunandan R</td>
<td>B. E. (Mechanical Engineering)</td>
<td>R. M. K Engineering College</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>31 Months: Tata Consultancy Services (System Engineer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pratik Kumar</td>
<td>B. Tech. (Computer Science)</td>
<td>Techno India College of Technology</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>31 Months: Infosys Ltd. (Systems Engineer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neelabh Garg</td>
<td>B. Tech. (Electronics and Communication)</td>
<td>Uttar Pradesh Technical University</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>31 Months: Infosys Ltd. (Senior Systems Engineer)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Eira Kochhar
Graduation Degree : B. Tech. (Electrical Engineering)
Graduation College : Delhi Technological University
Graduation Year : 2014
Work Experience Details :
- 31 Months : Samsung Heavy Industries India Pvt. Ltd. (SEET, Engineer)
Total Work Experience : 31 Months

Laddaputi Pradeep Kumar
Graduation Degree : B. Tech. (Electronics and Communications Engineering)
Graduation College : Gayatri Vidya Parishad College of Engineering
Graduation University : Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University, Kakinada
Graduation Year : 2015
Work Experience Details :
- 31 Months : Tata Consultancy Services (Systems Engineer)
Total Work Experience : 31 Months

Anjali Bhawnani
Graduation Degree : B. Tech. (Computer Science and Engineering)
Graduation College : Institute of Engineering and Technology
Graduation University : Dheeradhapi Shahaji Maharaj University
Graduation Year : 2015
Work Experience Details :
- 31 Months : Tata Consultancy Services (Systems Engineer)
Total Work Experience : 31 Months

Virendra Kumar Suryawanshi
Graduation Degree : B. E. (Mechanical Engineering)
Graduation College : Shri Ramdeobaba College of Engineering and Management
Graduation University : Rashtrasant Tukadoji Maharaj Nagpur University
Graduation Year : 2015
Work Experience Details :
- 32 Months : Infosys Ltd. (Senior Engineer)
Total Work Experience : 32 Months

Dhiraj Das
Graduation Degree : B. E. (Electronics & Telecommunication Engineering)
Graduation College : Assam Engineering College
Graduation University : Gauhati University
Graduation Year : 2015
Work Experience Details :
- 11 Months : Tata Consultancy Services (Assistant Systems Engineer - Trainee)
- 22 Months : Mutual Mobile (Associate Engineer (IOS))
Total Work Experience : 33 Months

Ashish Raj
Graduation Degree : B. Tech. (Electrical and Communication)
Graduation College : JSS Academy of Technical Education, Noida
Graduation University : Uttar Pradesh Technical University
Graduation Year : 2015
Work Experience Details :
- 33 Months : Mindtree Ltd. (Senior Software Engineer)
Total Work Experience : 33 Months

Akashdeep Ghosh
Graduation Degree : B. Tech. (Information Technology)
Graduation College : Regional Computer Centre Institute of Information Technology
Graduation University : Maulana Abdul Kalam Azad University of Technology (WBUT), West Bengal
Graduation Year : 2015
Work Experience Details :
- 33 Months : Infosys Ltd. (Senior Systems Engineer)
Total Work Experience : 33 Months

Debika Mandal
Graduation Degree : B. E. (Civil Engineering)
Graduation College : SDET - Brainware Group
Graduation University : Maulana Abdul Kalam Azad University of Technology (WBUT), West Bengal
Graduation Year : 2015
Work Experience Details :
- 34 Months : IBM India Pvt. Ltd. (Application Developer)
Total Work Experience : 34 Months

Praveen Kumar S
Graduation Degree : B. E. (Mechanical Engineering)
Graduation College : Meenakshi Sundararajan Engineering College
Graduation University : Anna University
Graduation Year : 2015
Work Experience Details :
- 34 Months : Infosys Ltd. (System Engineer)
Total Work Experience : 34 Months

Surisetty Venkata Vijay Bhaskara Rao
Graduation Degree : B. E. (Electronics and Communication Engineering)
Graduation College : Gayatri Vidya Parishad School of Engineering
Graduation University : Andhra University
Graduation Year : 2015
Work Experience Details :
- 34 Months : Tata Consultancy Services (System Engineer)
Total Work Experience : 34 Months

Vishnu Narayan
Graduation Degree : B. Tech. (Computer Science and Engineering)
Graduation College : Sree Chitra Thirunal College of Engineering
Graduation University : University of Kerala
Graduation Year : 2014
Work Experience Details :
- 21 Months : Cognizant Technology Solutions (Programmer Analyst)
- 13 Months : Wandertrails Services Pvt. Ltd. (Software Engineer)
Total Work Experience : 34 Months

Wadbudhe Shreyash Dilip
Graduation Degree : B. Tech. (Electronics and Communication)
Graduation College : Visvesvaraya National Institute of Technology, Nagpur
Graduation University : Visvesvaraya National Institute of Technology, Nagpur
Graduation Year : 2014
Work Experience Details :
- 34 Months : GMR Airport Developers Ltd. (Sr. Manager)
Total Work Experience : 34 Months
Ajay Kumar Routh
Graduation Degree: B. E. (Mechanical Engineering)
Graduation College: Jadavpur University, Kolkata
Graduation University: Jadavpur University, Kolkata
Graduation Year: 2015

Work Experience Details:
• 30 Months: Kirloskar Brothers Ltd. (Assistant Manager - Sales & Operation Planning)
• 4 Months: Glitt Systems Pvt. Ltd. (Sales Engineer)

Total Work Experience: 34 Months

B Dinesh Santu
Graduation Degree: B. Tech. (Metallurgical & Materials Engineering)
Graduation College: National Institute of Technology, Durgapur
Graduation University: National Institute of Technology, Durgapur
Graduation Year: 2014

Work Experience Details:
• 34 Months: JSW Steel Ltd. (Junior Manager)

Total Work Experience: 34 Months

Lohia Shashank Sudhir
Graduation Degree: B. Tech. (Electrical Engineering)
Graduation College: College of Engineering, Pune
Graduation University: Savitribai Phule Pune University
Graduation Year: 2015

Work Experience Details:
• 34 Months: Larsen & Toubro Ltd. (Senior Engineer)

Total Work Experience: 34 Months

Mohit Gupta
Graduation Degree: B. Tech. (Electronics & Telecommunication Engineering)
Graduation College: Shri Guru Gobind Singhji Institute of Engineering and Technology
Graduation University: The Swami Ramnand Teerth Marathwada University
Graduation Year: 2015

Work Experience Details:
• 34 Months: Tata Consultancy Services (System Engineer)

Total Work Experience: 34 Months

Ankit Kumar
Graduation Degree: B. Tech. (Electrical Engineering)
Graduation College: National Institute of Technology, Kurukshetra
Graduation University: National Institute of Technology, Kurukshetra
Graduation Year: 2015

Work Experience Details:
• 35 Months: Tata Motors (Senior Manager)

Total Work Experience: 35 Months

Wagh Abhishek Satish
Graduation Degree: B. Tech. (Mechanical Engineering)
Graduation College: Viswashakarma Institute of Technology
Graduation University: Savitribai Phule Pune University
Graduation Year: 2015

Work Experience Details:
• 35 Months: Thyssenkrupp Industrial Solutions (India) Pvt. Ltd. (Engineer)

Total Work Experience: 35 Months

Shreya Kamlakant Sawarkar
Graduation Degree: B. E. (Electronics Engineering)
Graduation College: Yeshwantrao Chavan College of Engineering
Graduation University: Rashtrasant Tukadoji Maharanj Nagpur University
Graduation Year: 2015

Work Experience Details:
• 35 Months: Tata Consultancy Services (System Engineer)

Total Work Experience: 35 Months

Boddehi Bhargava
Graduation Degree: B. Tech. (Mechanical Engineering)
Graduation College: National Institute of Technology, Durgapur
Graduation University: National Institute of Technology, Durgapur
Graduation Year: 2015

Work Experience Details:
• 35 Months: Tata Consultancy Services (Systems Engineer)

Total Work Experience: 35 Months

Pankaj Verma
Graduation Degree: B. Tech. (Mechanical Engineering)
Graduation College: National Institute of Technology, Kurukshetra
Graduation University: National Institute of Technology, Kurukshetra
Graduation Year: 2015

Work Experience Details:
• 3 Months: Ashok Leyland (Graduate Engineer Trainee)
• 32 Months: Indraprastha Gas Ltd. (Deputy Manager)

Total Work Experience: 35 Months

Saurabh Kumar
Graduation Degree: B. Tech. (Electrical and Communication Engineering)
Graduation College: National Institute of Technology, Kurukshetra
Graduation University: National Institute of Technology, Kurukshetra
Graduation Year: 2015

Work Experience Details:
• 36 Months: Chambal Fertilisers and Chemicals Ltd. (Assistant Manager)

Total Work Experience: 36 Months

Rohit Jindal
Graduation Degree: B. Tech. (Electrical and Electronics Engineering)
Graduation College: Vellore Institute of Technology
Graduation University: Vellore Institute of Technology
Graduation Year: 2015

Work Experience Details:
• 36 Months: Larsen & Toubro Ltd. (Senior Engineer)

Total Work Experience: 36 Months

Shubham Kankane
Graduation Degree: B. Tech. (Mining Engineering)
Graduation College: Indian School of Mines, Dhanbad
Graduation University: Indian School of Mines, Dhanbad
Graduation Year: 2015

Work Experience Details:
• 36 Months: JSW Group (Junior Manager (Mining) and Business Analyst (New Ventures))

Total Work Experience: 36 Months
Ashik Masani

Graduation Degree : B. Tech. (Mechanical Engineering)
Graduation College : Thangal Kunju Musaliar College of Engineering
Graduation University : Kerala University
Graduation Year : 2015

Work Experience Details :
• 36 Months : Federal Bank Ltd. (Assistant)

Ganesh C K

Graduation Degree : B. E. (Civil Engineering)
Graduation College : Annai Amman Institute of Technology
Graduation University : Anna University
Graduation Year : 2015

Work Experience Details :
• 36 Months : Tata Consultancy Services (System Engineer)

Golagana Sandeep Kumar

Graduation Degree : B. Tech. (Mechanical Engineering)
Graduation College : National Institute of Technology, Raipur
Graduation University : National Institute of Technology, Raipur
Graduation Year : 2015

Work Experience Details :
• 20 Months : Future Supply Chain Solutions Pvt. Ltd. (Logistics Executive)
• 16 Months : Big Basket (Data Analyst)

Prashant Prabhakar

Graduation Degree : B. E. (Electronics Engineering)
Graduation College : Shri Ramdeobaba College of Engineering and Management
Graduation University : Rashtrasant Tukadoji Maharaj Nagpur University
Graduation Year : 2015

Work Experience Details :
• 11 Months : Infy Ltd. (Systems Engineer)
• 25 Months : Oracle Financial Services Software Ltd. (Associate Application Developer)

Dahidule Viplaw Vijaykumar

Graduation Degree : B. Tech. (Production Engineering)
Graduation College : Veermata Jijabai Technological Institute
Graduation University : University of Mumbai
Graduation Year : 2015

Work Experience Details :
• 37 Months : HIL - CK Birla Group (Assistant Manager)

Pratik Rajkumar Deolasi

Graduation Degree : B. E. (Electronics and Telecommunication Engineering)
Graduation College : Sipna College of Engineering and Technology
Graduation University : Sant Gadge Baba Amravati University
Graduation Year : 2014

Work Experience Details :
• 40 Months : IBM India Pvt. Ltd. (Senior SAP Consultant/ Package Solution Enablement Specialist)

J Sai Ram Teja

Graduation Degree : B. Tech. (Electrical and Electronics Engineering)
Graduation College : Sri Venkateshwara Engineering College
Graduation University : Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University, Anantapur
Graduation Year : 2014

Work Experience Details :
• 26 Months : Tata Consultancy Services (Systems Engineer)
• 16 Months : AgilCRM (Software Engineer)

J Sai Ram Teja

Graduation Degree : B. Tech. (Electrical and Electronics Engineering)
Graduation College : Sri Venkateshwara Engineering College
Graduation University : Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University, Anantapur
Graduation Year : 2014

Work Experience Details :
• 26 Months : Tata Consultancy Services (Systems Engineer)
• 16 Months : AgilCRM (Software Engineer)

Saishyam D H

Graduation Degree : B. E. (Electrical and Electronics Engineering)
Graduation College : B. V. Bhoomaraddi College of Engineering & Technology, Hubli
Graduation University : Visvesvaraya Technological University, Belagavi
Graduation Year : 2013

Work Experience Details :
• 44 Months : Kirloskar Ferrous Industries Ltd. (Senior Engineer)

Swastik Paul

Graduation Degree : B. Tech. (Electronics and Communication Engineering)
Graduation College : National Institute of Technology, Durgapur
Graduation University : National Institute of Technology, Durgapur
Graduation Year : 2014

Work Experience Details :
• 21 Months : Tata Power (Lead Engineer- Trainee)
• 27 Months : Industrial Energy Ltd. (JV of Tata Power & Tata Steel) (Operations & Maintenance Engineer)

Abhishek Tiwary

Graduation Degree : B. Tech. (Mechanical Engineering)
Graduation College : National Institute of Technology, Jamshedpur
Graduation University : National Institute of Technology, Jamshedpur
Graduation Year : 2014

Work Experience Details :
• 44 Months : Lister Technologies (Software Engineer)
• 20 Months : Agrud Advisors India Pvt Ltd. (Senior Software Engineer)

Rajput Rahul Raju

Graduation Degree : B. Tech. (Mechanical Engineering)
Graduation College : Government College of Engineering, Amravati
Graduation University : Sant Gadge Baba Amravati University
Graduation Year : 2014

Work Experience Details :
• 6 Months : Garware Wall Ropes Ltd. (Graduate Engineer Trainee)
• 43 Months : L&T MHPS Boilers Pvt. Ltd. (Engineer)

Pritam Sharma

Graduation Degree : B. Tech. (Petroleum Engineering)
Graduation College : Dibrugarh University Institute of Engineering and Technology, Dibrugarh University
Graduation University : Dibrugarh University
Graduation Year : 2013

Work Experience Details :
• 52 Months : Cairn India Ltd. (Petroleum Engineer, Well Services)
Clubs & Committees

Academics at VGSoM have always been supplemented by a host of student activities. Clubs offer students the opportunity to explore a multitude of co-curricular and extra-curricular activities.

The Admissions Committee
Is the face of the institute for the prospective entrants into its flagship MBA program each year. It also provides guidance, to the prospective entrants, on how to ace the post CAT admission processes through initiatives taken by the committee which includes dedicated social media handles, a WAT/PI kit to aid prospective candidates in subsequent admission processes of the institute, a dedicated mentorship program with the current batch of students enabling them to get a student’s perspective.

The Alumni Committee
Acts as an interface through which the institute engages with its rich and diverse alumni base, serves them and helps them connect with each other and the entire VGSoM fraternity. The committee undertakes various measures to augment alumni engagement. It also conducts ‘Connect’, the Alumni City meets

Marketing and Advertising Club
The first club constituted in VGSoM has been a pioneer in conducting various events in the functional domain of Marketing and Advertising. The club aims to develop innovative solutions to tackle customer problems and strategies. The flagship competitions of MAD are Thinkvent and Leader’s Challenge which attract enormous participation throughout the country.

The Consulting Club
Provides students a platform for swimming in and exploring deep in the world of consulting and analytics. Some of the flagship events conducted are:

- R’th Shastr: A unique session-cum-competition on R language
- Rana Neeti: An epic battle of minds to come upon the best welfare policies

The Consulting Club

Finterest
The portmanteau of ‘Finance’ and ‘Interest’ stands true to its name as it provides finance enthusiasts of VGSoM a platform to discuss and imbibe the updates of the world of finance. Events:

- StockMind, a virtual stock market game
- Budget Briefcase, a forum where students discuss the expectations from the Union Budget regarding various sectors

Scope
Provides a platform to students to gain a broader understanding of the opportunities, career paths, trends, and current burning issues in supply chain and operations management. SCOPE conducts multiple national level events:

- Modus Operandi: 500+ participants from top B-schools across India including IIMs, IITs, NITIE etc compete in an event which includes a quiz followed by corporate based case study competition.
- Chain Reaction: Students are supposed to study, analyse & present the supply chain model of Gartner top supply chain companies in the world.

The Alumni Committee

E-Cell
Acts as a platform where students can develop their start-up ideas into viable business entities, starting from the sessions on entrepreneurship, mentoring the students and providing incubation facilities. It also provides live projects and winter internship opportunities to the students in potential start-ups.

Quiz Club
Is a group of quizing enthusiasts with the sole purpose of serving as a platform for peer learning and connecting quizing enthusiasts from across the world. Events:

- Quizical, an online national level quiz. Quizical 2017 witnessed participation of 1065 players from top b-schools like IIMs, FMS, XLRI & MDI
- Quizant is the flagship event of Quiz Club held during Purvodaya

Flash
Attempts to capture indelible moments to be cherished forever. Flash conducts Destello, an online photography competition during Purvodaya with participation from over 100 b-schools across India.

Team Olympia
Is the official sports committee of VGSoM, which hosts various sporting events and tournaments for the MBA students throughout the year like Racquets, Futsal (Football Premier League), VPL (VGSoM Cricket Premier League) and Viniculum.
Corporate and Media Interaction Cell

The Corporate and Media Interaction Cell of the Vinod Gupta School of Management, IIT Kharagpur is at the forefront of stringing together industry-academia and media-academia interactions for the institution. This committee is responsible for organizing annual events such as the HR Conclave and the Leadership Summit. Moreover, the cell organizes several interactions between the industry and the budding managers of VGSoM in the form of guest lectures under two distinct banners – Vaarta and Pratyaksh, all around the year, in the form of guest lectures under 2 distinct banners – Vaarta and Pratyaksh. It also actively manages VGSoM’s footprints over a wide range of media platforms, both legacy and digital in nature, namely - Facebook, LinkedIn, Youtube, Twitter, and other national media houses. Cumulatively, these initiatives play an instrumental role in grooming the students of the institute to become best-of-breed managers, entrepreneurs, and industry leaders.

Summits and Conclaves

The HR Conclave is the flagship event of CMI. The conclave sees participation in the field of Human Resource Management from different leaders across industries. The day-long event sees top business strategists come together and discuss current practices in their industries. It thus helps in bringing awareness amongst the students. HR Conclave’17 saw participation from eminent personalities from the industry. Some of them are as follows:

- Mr Prateek Dubey, Director HR, IDFC Bank
- Ms Kiran Bhatia Tandon, CHRO, Adda 24/7
- Mr Rajesh Hurkat, Head HR, Mattel India
- Mr Amulya Sah, Director HR, Samsung R&D

The Leadership Summit provides an opportunity for the students to attune themselves to the corporate culture that they would face after their second and the fourth semesters. Leadership Summit’17 panel included the likes of:

- Mr Ashok Cherian, CIO, Emami Agrotech Ltd.
- Mr Amit Sahai, Former CSO, Hindustan Coca-Cola Beverages Pvt. Ltd.
- Ms Richa Singh, Former CEO, Philips Home Healthcare
- Mr Priyabrata Sarangi, CIO, Eastman Auto & Power Ltd.

Guest Lectures

The Corporate and the Media Interaction Cell, Vinod Gupta School of Management organizes weekly interactions between industry stalwarts and the students. The sessions are designed to transfer insightful knowledge from the business leaders of today to the leaders of tomorrow. With its flagship lecture series, Vaarta and Pratyaksh, the CMI Cell strives to bridge the gap between theory and practice. Some of our renowned guests over the year 2018-19 are as follows:

**Vaarta**

- Mr Neel Pandya, National Media & Digital Head, L’Oréal
- Mr Sunil Sayal, CFO, Nokia Networks and Solutions India
- Mr Aravind Viswanathan, Business Unit Head & Director, Johnson and Johnson Medical
- Mr Sanjeev Sanyal, Principal Economic Advisor, Ministry of Finance, Govt. of India
- Mr Anthony Kilili, Head of Dunnhumby, India and Global Head of Customer Engagement Science
- Mr Niladri Shekhar Dutta, Regional Principal Consultant & Digital transformation Consulting Lead, Ericsson
- Mr Procyon Mukherjee, Chief Procurement Officer - India, LafargeHolcim

**Pratyaksh**

- Dr Ravi Chamria, CEO, Sofocle Technologies
- Dr Angshuman Ghosh, Lead Data Scientist, Target
- Mr Arjun Mehra, Director - Revenue & Category (Hotels), Goibibo.com
- Mr Partho Chakrabarti – Managing Director, Faber-Castell India
- Mr Pradeep Sinha, Director - Business Planning, Hindustan Coca-Cola Beverages Pvt. Ltd.
- Mr Gaurav Jha, Director - Business Planning
- Mr Arijit Sinha, Head - Product Management

Corporate and Media Interaction Cell
Saamanjasya, the CSR club of Vinod Gupta School of Management strives for creating a brighter future and promoting eternal growth of the society. Team Saamanjasya is driven by passion and belief of eradicating the social issues pervasive in our society by bringing corporates, NGOs and academicians together. The team works with selfless devotion to achieve social equality, spread awareness, instill hunger for harmony into the aspiring leaders of tomorrow and help them align with their guiding stars on the path to success.

Our VGSoM family is emotionally attached to Disha Seema, a school founded by IIT Kharagpur alumnus for children from the less privileged sections of the society. Every year, a T-shirt sales drive is conducted and the profits are used to bring smiles on these children’s faces when VGSoM celebrates Diwali with Disha Seema.

The team also organizes Rangmanch, a drawing competition for the students of Disha Seema. Saamanjasya collaborates with NGOs and conducts live case study competitions based on real life social and environmental issues. B-Schools across the country compete with the common agenda of strengthening the cause of Saamanjasya and making eternal happiness and harmony the ultimate winner.

Springfest
Spring Fest is the annual social and cultural festival of IIT Kharagpur which is truly a celebration of the spontaneity, passion, curiosity, excellence and industriousness of youth! Spring Fest has been a defining event in the lives of students and many accomplished participants since 1960.

It is a golden platform to display the diverse talents of today’s youth from IIT Kharagpur and various other institutions in fields such as dance, dramatics, music, film fest, photography, fine arts, quizzing, gaming and various others and has a social theme as well. It conducts social events such as blood donation, organ donation and various others. Every year it witnesses a tremendous participation and fierce competition in all the events.

The whole 2100 acre campus is decorated like a bride to welcome participants and stars, both national and international.

Purvodaya
Purvodaya Core committee is a student driven body, in charge of orchestrating the annual B-School Fest of VGSoM. Purvodaya Signifying the Rise of East, witnesses budding managers from across India testing their business acumen in various events, spanning across domains of management such as Marketing, Consulting, Finance and Operations. Earmarking the silver jubilee of VGSoM, Purvodaya 2018 was held from February 2nd to 4th and witnessed an enormous participation of students from IIMs, JBIMS, XLRI and NITIE etc and had an overall footfall of 13000.

Purvodaya 2018 was organized in association with Innolabz, National Insurance, LIC, Apollo, Nalco etc.

The fest witnessed some of the eminent speakers like, Mr. Anand Sen, Mrs. Arundhati Bhattacharya and Mrs. Rashmi Bansal among others.

Purvodaya 2018 organized events in collaboration with various clubs of VGSoM. Some of the events were:

- Bulls Eye - online stock-trading, by Finterest
- Srijan - B-Plan competition, by E-Cell
- Synergy - case study analysis to test investment acumen, by Drishtee Capital
- Leaders Challenge - marketing case competition, by M.A.D
- Sumantran - quiz, case studies, etc., by Consulting Club
- Quizizz - business quiz, by QuizClub
- Tactica - simulation to test supply chain acuity, by SCOPE
- Parshram - case competition on CSR problems, by Saamanjasya

Purvodaya also witnessed co-curricular events including Guestimates, and Debate competitions.

Various CSR initiatives including marathon, plantation drive were conducted as a part of the three day fest. The fest culminated with the Cultural Night, setting the stage for the dawn of Purvodaya 2019.
Alumni Speak

VGSiM offers every student an enviable concoction of experiential learning, capabilities of taking collective decisions and insightful representation of facts and ideas. The pedagogy has equipped me with right skill-sets to build a character around my decision making and thereby deliver equitable business results in my career so far. My advice to the youngsters and aspirants is to utilize the unparalleled opportunities of learning with fun which the institute offers and equip ourselves with knowledge, capabilities, and relationships that would stand relevant across industries and geographies. Kindly leverage and further the indomitable brand image the institute enjoys.

Arun Kumar (R V L N)
2002 batch
Head: Product Management and Marketing
LG Electronics

It’s a myth that “Things we learn in the classroom are never used in the real business world”. But I can say with full conviction that my higher studies at VGSiM have transformed me as an individual, both personally and professionally. And today at such an exclusive professional position, I salute to the institution which offers every student an enviable concoction of experiential learning, experienced faculty, supportive seniors and real-world experiences with lifelong friends. The pedagogy has equipped me with adequate skills set and build an attitude to face real life challenges and thereby deliver equitable business results in my career so far. My advice to the youngsters & future leaders is to utilize the unparalleled opportunities associated with such an institution with high repute of brand legacy. Nonetheless, my heart will always yearn for those days and insightful sessions I had at my Alma-mater, My VGSoM.

Jayprakash Jain
Batch: 2011-13
Head: Analytics, Bluedart

Being an alumnus of the first batch of VGSiM, and being constantly associated with the institute, I take great pride in welcoming you all to one of the most coveted B school of India. VGSiM gave me significant exposure to various facets of management, along with technical know-how because of the legacy of IIT! I am indebted to the faculty of VGSiM, who not only shared their wealth of knowledge but guided me at every step of the way. One piece of advice, I have for the current batch is that the world is getting digitized, and in order to keep up with the advancement, one needs to constantly learn and relearn thereby continuously develop and evolve.

Soumitra Poddar
1995 batch
Vice President
Vehere

VGSiM is the one the best management colleges in India. It gives a very friendly and comfortable environment for learning. The intensity & breadth of the MBA programme, internship/live projects along with highly engaging campus life prepares you for high work pressure, dealing with uncertain situations & challenges in a joyful & balanced way (ethical & good for society). VGSiM will prompt you to think beyond the textbook context, the best of the faculties & industry leaders (Guest faculty/Guest lectures) transform each student coming from the diverse background & work experience into a well-rounded & outstanding management professional.

Indeed, two years at VGSiM were the best learnings days and gave me beautiful memories, lifelong friends & mentors. I invite you to experience and be part of the inclusive journey of this Institute which is dedicated to the service of the nation and community.

Rahul Yadav
Batch: 2009-2011

Aahvaan 2018

The Vinod Gupta School of Management, IIT Kharagpur, commemorated its silver jubilee with the grandest form of celebrations under the title of Aahvaan. In an event spanning three days, the institute hosted its distinguished deans and professors along with eminent alumni who joined together in these glorious moments of joy. The celebration was more pompous due to the presence of Mr. Vinod Gupta, founder of the institute, who joined the batches in making this union an epic essay of ecstasy.

The event spanned from 9th to the 11th of March, 2018. It essentially encompassed every flavor of the journey which the institute covered in the past 25 years. The story of the foundation of the institute, narrated by none other than Prof. K. L. Chopra, former director of IIT Kharagpur, who made the path-breaking change in association with the vision and generosity of Mr. Vinod Gupta engrossed the audience with blissful captivity. A panel discussion charting the points for the future roads of VGSiM was held with the eminence of all the former deans and chairmen of the institute. A marathon was organized on the final day with the theme of “Run for Equality”. The imprints of all the members of the VGSiM family was captured in a wall of memory marking the closure of the silver jubilee celebrations.

Although the celebrations lasted for three days, it reaffirmed old ties and created newer bonds, relations which will make the walls of this great institute shine with the pride of glory.
Vinod Gupta School of Management, IIT Kharagpur

Faculty Profiles

Abhijet Chandra
Ph. D., Finance(Jamia Millia Islamia)
Corporate Finance, Investments, Behavioural and Personal Finance

Ajey Kumar Mishra
Ph.D. (Finance), The IFHE University (Deemed to be), Hyderabad, M.Sc. (Electronics), Dr. RML Awadh University
Market Micsrostructure, Corporate Finance, Valuation, Portfolio Management, Asset Pricing

Arun Kumar Misra
M. Phil. and Ph.D. Finance (IIT Mumbai)
Capital Market, Corporate Finance & Banking

Barnali Nag
Master of Arts (M.A.), Economics(JNU, New Delhi) Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) (ISSID, Mumbai)
Public Policy, Economics of Climate Change, Policy and planning in the infrastructure sector and Energy security

Biplab Datta
B. Arch. (IIT Kharagpur), M.B.E.M., Ph.D. Service Quality Management (IIT Delhi)
Marketing, Technology Management, Organisational leadership

Chandra Shekhar Mishra
M.Com., Ph. D. (Utkal University)
Finance, Accounting

Gautam Sinha
B.Tech (IIT Bombay), M.Tech(IIT Dhandbad), Ph.D(IIT Kharagpur)
Information Systems

Kunal Kanti Ghosh
B. Tech(Mechanical Engg), M.Tech(IE & OR), Ph.D(Automotive Design), FIETE, Chartered Engineer
Project Management, Production & Operations Management, Corporate Strategy, Information Systems

Parama Barai
B.E. (Civil) NIT Digpur, MS ISRM Bangalore, Fellowship Programme in Management, Mergers and Acquisitions (ARLI Jamshedpur)
Finance

Prabina Rajib
PhD (IIT Kharagpur)
Finance & Accounts

Ranjan Choudhary
Ph. D (NIT Durgapur)
Marketing Management

Abhijet Chandra has more than five years post PhD experience and previously been associated with IIM Bangalore and IIT Madras. Prof. Chandra offers graduate and post-graduate level courses in Corporate Finance, Business Statistics, and Cost & Management Accounting. His main research focus is on financial economics (behavioural finance, asset pricing, economics of derivatives) and individual decision making under risk and uncertainty (prospect theory, risk preferences, irrationality).

Ajey Kumar Mishra's research interests include Market Microstructure, Asset Pricing, Valuation, Short Selling Practices, and Banking regulations. He was a Visiting Scholar at Fogelman College of Business and Economics, University of Memphis, USA during 2011-2012. He was also research fellow at SIFER Applications Centre (ISRO) for two years (2007-2008). Prior to joining VIGSoM, he was a faculty member with NICMAR (National Institute of Construction Management and Research), Delhi and has more than twenty three years of teaching experience. He has published papers in several national and international journals and is the author of a book entitled “Services Marketing: A Practical Approach”.


Barnali Nag did her post-doctoral research from Wharton Business School, University of Pennsylvania. She has worked as Business Research Fellow at the Indian School of Business, Hyderabad and RIS, New Delhi. Ministry of External Affairs, Govt. of India in the Ministry of External Affairs, Deloitte, an advance institute for actionable research. Before joining VIGSoM, IIT Kharagpur, she was a faculty in Indian Institute of Management, Kashipur. Dr. Nag has published in various refereed international journals of repute like Energy Economics, Elsevier, Energy Policy, Elsevier, Transportation Research (Taylor and Francis), Transportation (Kluwer) Applied Economics Letters (Routledge) and Resources, Conservation and Recycling (Elsevier). Her research interests pertain to Public Policy, Competition Policy and Competitiveness, Economics of Climate Change, Policy and planning in the infrastructure sector and Energy security issues of India.

Ajey Kumar Mishra's research interests include Market Microstructure, Asset Pricing, Valuation, Short Selling Practices, and Banking regulations. He has conducted training programmes and handled research and consultancy projects supported by industry. His clients include Container Corporation of India, IOCL, GatewayRail, WMI, Proctor & Gamble. He has published research papers in reputed international journals and conferences.

Aradhna Malik has been working as a faculty in Vinod Gupta School of Management, IIT Kharagpur since July 2008. She has about 20 years of experience in academia, roles and organizations in India and abroad. Her areas of interest include developmental communication, management of social welfare organizations, organizational communication, inter-cultural communication, corporate social responsibility, the social impact of technology, and international human resource management.


Barnali Nag did her post-doctoral research from Wharton Business School, University of Pennsylvania. She has worked as Business Research Fellow at the Indian School of Business, Hyderabad and RIS, New Delhi. Ministry of External Affairs, Govt. of India in the Ministry of External Affairs, Deloitte, an advance institute for actionable research. Before joining VIGSoM, IIT Kharagpur, she was a faculty in Indian Institute of Management, Kashipur. Dr. Nag has published in various refereed international journals of repute like Energy Economics, Elsevier, Energy Policy, Elsevier, Transportation Research (Taylor and Francis), Transportation (Kluwer) Applied Economics Letters (Routledge) and Resources, Conservation and Recycling (Elsevier). Her research interests pertain to Public Policy, Competition Policy and Competitiveness, Economics of Climate Change, Policy and planning in the infrastructure sector and Energy security issues of India.

Biplab Datta's research interests include Marketing Management, Technology Management, Organisational leadership and Educational leadership. He was awarded Silver Medal in Architecture by IIT Kharagpur in the year 1992 and earned ISO 9000 Lead Auditor Certificates from NQA, S.K. Prior to joining VIGSoM, he has been a faculty member with NICMAR (National Institute of Construction Management and Research), Delhi and has more than twenty three years of teaching experience. He has published papers in several national and international journals and is the author of a book entitled “Services Marketing: A Practical Approach”.

Chandra Shekhar Mishra's teaching and research interests include Financial Accounting, Financial Statement Analysis, Corporate Finance, Mergers & Acquisitions and Business Valuation. He was a doctoral fellow at Institute of Public Enterprise (IPE), Hyderabad. Previously, he has worked with Institute of Management Technology (IITM), Ghandhidham and ICAI Business School (IBS), Hyderabad.

Gautam Sinha has worked for nearly twenty five years in steel and engineering industry and joined VIGSoM in 2002. He was trained as TQM Trainer by Institute for Resource Development, Columbia, USA in 1991 and received his ISO Lead Auditor Certificate from BSIA UK. He has co-authored one book in Management Research. Currently, Prof. He has completed his tenure as Founder Director of IIM Kashipur.

Kunal Kant Ghosh has more than 30 years of work experience at various levels in the automobile industry. He was the "Corporate Initiatives Head" of Tata Technologies Ltd. He was adjudged the 'Best Young Materials Manager' in 1986, by Indian Institute of Materials Management. He also received the 'Best Young Manager's Award' in 1990 from All India Management Association. He was the prime architect of „Parts Supply Management‟ System for the Nissan plant, Australia.

Parama Barai is a finance faculty, teaching Investment Management, Financial Risk Modelling, and Financial Analytics, for the past 6 years. Her current research interests include Insider Trading, M&A and Investment Strategies. She regularly publishes her research in journals and conferences, mostly international. Before joining academics, she worked in engineering design at Tata Steel for 6 years.

Prabina Rajib is a professor in finance and accounting area. She has about 20 years of teaching experience and mostly on “Derivatives & Risk Management”, “Indian Capital Market”, Corporate Finance aspects. She is the co-author of the book titled “Stock Exchanges, Investments and Derivatives: Straight Answers to 250 Nagging Questions,” as well as authored a book titled “Commodity Derivatives & Risk Management”. She is a Fulbright fellow.

Dr. Ranjan Choudhary is an Associate Professor at VIGSoM in Marketing Area. Earlier he was Associate Professor, Area Chair, Marketing Program at IITM, Ghandhidham. Prior to that, he was a doctoral fellow at Indian Institute of Management, Ahmedabad in 2012. His major awards include INFORMS USA Distinguished Service Award 2014, University of Texas at San Marcos Provost’s Visiting Scholar Award 2012, Center for Academic Excellence (CAE), Department of Homeland Security, USA Fellowship to United States, Fall 2013.
Faculty Profiles

Rudra Prakash Pradhan
M.A., Ph.D. Econometric Modelling (IIT Kharagpur)
Econometric Modelling & Business Forecasting

Prior to joining VGSoM, Rudra Prakash Pradhan worked with finance group at BIT PILANI. His current research interests include forecasting financial markets, particularly on foreign direct investment and infrastructure finance. He has published several research papers in national and international journals.

Saini Das
Fellow Programme in Management (FPM) from IIM Lucknow
Information Systems

Saini Das is an Assistant Professor in Information Systems department at VINOD Gupta School of Management of the Indian Institute of Technology Kharagpur (West Bengal, India). Prior to joining VGSoM, she has served as a faculty member at IIM Indore for three years. She has pursued her Doctoral Programme from IIM Lucknow in the year 2013. Before joining IIM Lucknow for FPM programme, she worked with Infosys for 3 years. Her research interest includes Information security, Risk management, e-commerce, Management Information System, data privacy, digital piracy and data analytics. She has also published research papers in national and international journals of repute.

Sanjeev Sahney
B.A. (Hons.) (Calcutta University), MBA (Bundelkhand University), Ph.D. (IIT Delhi)
Marketing Management

A Gold Medalist in MBA, Sangeeta Sahney served as a faculty member at U.P Technical University and IIT Roorkee, before joining IIT Kharagpur. With a specialization in Marketing, she also teaches Organizational Behaviour and HRM. Her research interests include studies in consumer behaviour, organizational behaviour and quality management in education. Dr. Sahney has been seconded by MHRD to teach at AIT, Bangkok twice, in 2009 and 2016. She has authored a book on Consumer Behaviour published by Oxford University Press, and has authored several papers in peer reviewed national and international journals. Prof. Sahney has conducted short term courses and MDPs for several Institutes and companies across industries.

Sanjib Chowdhury
B.Tech. (IIT Kharagpur), M.Tech. (IIT Kharagpur), Ph.D. (IIT Kharagpur)
Strategic Management, Production and Operations Management

Dr Sanjib Chowdhury is currently Visiting Faculty at VSISM, IIT Kharagpur in the areas of: (a) Strategic Management, and (b) Production and Operations Management. He worked for 34 years in two leading oil companies in India and in Kuwait in the cross-functional areas of: Strategic and Corporate Planning, Optimization and Business Performance Improvement, Project Management, HR and General Management, and held responsible positions as the recipient of Kuwait Gulf Oil Company (KOGCO) Ideal Employee Award, ONGC Chairman’s Award, ONGC Director’s Award, ONGC CEO/RD’s Award to mention a few. Based on his work experience, he has authored a book “Optimization and Business Improvement studies in Upstream Oil and Gas Industry”, published by John Wiley & Sons Inc., New Jersey, USA.

Srabanti Mukherjee
IIESt, Shibpur (Erstwhile Bengal Engineering and Science University) Ph.D., Marketing
Consumer Behaviour and Marketing to the Bottom of the Pyramid

Srabanti Mukherjee has taught in several premier institutions of India including IIM Indore, IISWM Kolkata, IIESt Shibpur and Visva Bharati, Shantiniketan. She has taught as a visiting faculty in Royal University Bhutan, XIMB, and TAPMI. Her key teaching interests are Consumer Behaviour, Marketing to the bottom of the Pyramid and Advanced Marketing Research. She has authored a book titled “Consumer Behaviour” (Publisher: Cengage Learning India Pvt. Ltd.). Apart from publishing quite a few papers in peer reviewed journals and conferences, she has also registered business cases in Key Publishing Portal (co-distributed through Harvard Business School Publishing). She has published case analyses in Vikalpa, the journal of IIMA based on invitation from the Editorial Section.

Susmita Mukhopadhyay
M.Sc. (Applied Psychology), PGDIR, Ph.D. (Research Fellow PRU, IIS, Kolkata-degree awarded by Calcutta University)
Marketing Management

Susmita Mukhopadhyay’s areas of specialization include Human Resource Management and Industrial Psychology, Business Values and Ethics, Leadership and Organisational Behaviour. A gold medalist in M.Sc., she is the recipient of the Young Scientist Award and Search of Excellence Award. She was selected for the Microfinance Researchers Alliance Fellow Program, Centre for Microfinance, Institute of Financial Management & Research, Chennai in 2009. She is the core team member of Reiki Centre of Excellence for the Science of Happiness.

Swagato Chatterjee
Ph. D (IIM Calcutta)
Economics and Behavioral Science

Swagato Chatterjee is a faculty of marketing and analytics area in VSISM, IIT Kharagpur and has also taught in institutes like Nexus Marques Institute for Management, Institute for Financial Management and Research (IFMR) and International Management Institute (IMI), Kolkata. At MBA level, he teaches marketing research, customer relationship management, services marketing, applied machine learning, programming with R and Python, HR analytics etc. Chatterjee has also taught marketing, data analytics and HR analytics related courses and has taken workshops in companies like EMid and Young, Genpact, etc, Yes Bank, NTPC etc. He has done consulting with companies like Times of India, Coca Cola, Toyota Kirloskar, Technosoft, RPG Group etc.

Vivek Dubey
Ph. D (University of Wisconsin, USA)
Sustainable Supply Chain Strategy and Modeling

Vivek Dubey has eighteen years of experience in industry in business planning and strategy, leadership, management of functions (such as operations and supply chain, marketing, business development, engineering and research, and change management) and in building alliances. He has researched in investigating sustainability-based solutions and contract implications employing theories in Marketing Strategy, Economics, and Management, B2B alliances for innovation, supply chain and marketing channels (contribution to theory development, modeling, and empirical analysis).
### Adjunct Faculties at VGSoM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Faculty Name</th>
<th>Degrees and Experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dr. R. K. Mitra</td>
<td>Ph.D (IIT Delhi), MBA (IIT Delhi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Swarup Ghosh</td>
<td>Ph.D, MSc, MBA (IIT Kharagpur)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Rabinribadath</td>
<td>Ex General Manager (Materials- Sundaram Fasteners)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Uday Shankar</td>
<td>Ph.D, LL.M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Dr. Praalay Pal</td>
<td>Ph.D, B.E (BESU), M. Tech (IIT Madras)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soumitra Poddar</td>
<td>MBA (IIT Kharagpur)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Arindam Basu</td>
<td>Ph.D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. P K Dan</td>
<td>Ph.D (Jadavpur University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koushik Mukherjee</td>
<td>MBA (IISWBM), Company Secretary and GM (Philips Carbon Black)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Gautam Sengupta</td>
<td>BME (JU), PGDBM (XLRI), Ph.D (BESU)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Biswarup Ghosh</td>
<td>Ph.D, MSc, MBA (IIT Kharagpur)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. P K Anand</td>
<td>Ph.D, B. Tech (IIT Madras), M. Tech (MNREC), B.Tech (IIT Madras)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Uday Shankar</td>
<td>Ph.D, LL.M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Praalay Pal</td>
<td>Ph.D, B.E (BESU), M. Tech (IIT Madras)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soumitra Poddar</td>
<td>MBA (IIT Kharagpur)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Arindam Basu</td>
<td>Ph.D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. P K Dan</td>
<td>Ph.D (Jadavpur University)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Distinguished Faculty of IIT Kharagpur

Mr. R. Gopalakrishnan, one of the most distinguished alumni of IIT Kharagpur and one of the most valuable employees within the Tata group of companies visited VGSoM, IIT Kharagpur for a guest lecture. Mr. Ravi Kant is an alumnus of IIT Kharagpur and is soon to join his alma mater as a distinguished professor. Post the completion of his B. Tech, he went on to pursue his Masters and Honorary DSc, from Auburn University. He has an illustrious career graph at Tata where he acted as the chairman and director for several group companies. Mr. Ravi Kant is credited for playing an instrumental role in the development of Tata Motors. He is the brain behind the spectacular turnaround of Jaguar Land Rover – the iconic British multinational automotive company that Tata Motors had acquired from Ford in 2008. Complementing this, Mr. Ravi Kant also played a key role in the development of India’s most affordable car, Tata Nano and India’s best-selling mini truck Tata Ace. Since his retirement in 2014, he has stepped into the role of a mentor and consultant. VGSoM hosted a 3-day visit of Mr. Ravi Kant in which he addressed the 1st year MBA students and the members of the “Science of Happiness” program. During his lecture, Mr. Ravi Kant highlighted the importance of a strong moral and value system, and how it needs to be established while starting an organization. The difference between successful people and everyone else lies in their mindset when they approach a problem. Mr. Gopalakrishnan stated that in order to go a long way in our career, we need to move from a fixed mindset to a growth mindset. Instead of blaming and pointing fingers, we need to be humble enough to accept our mistakes and flexible enough to learn from them. Talking about salesmanship, he said that in an ideal world, many years for a workplace where they don’t have a boss. But Mr. Gopalakrishnan made the audience realize that we’re always accountable to someone or the other and hence looking for a boss-less world is the wrong inspiration to make career decisions. He talked about how he managed to turn around Jaguar Land Rover, a brand that has added substantial value to Tata Motors. He explained how he had to implement cost-cutting measures and do away with certain assets to help Tata Motors recover from a loss, ultimately leading to a reduction of its break-even point by half. According to him being future ready, getting first-hand knowledge of the customer base and taking care of soft issues of the company are the keys to success for a manager.
Placements Statistics

Final Placement

Domain Distribution

- Operation: 17%
- Sales & Marketing: 14%
- Analytics & IT/ITES: 17%
- Finance & HR: 12%
- Consulting: 24%
- General Management: 16%

Average CTC: 16.29 LPA
Median CTC: 14.76 LPA
Highest CTC (Domestic): 24.03 LPA
Highest CTC (International): 27.00 LPA
Lowest CTC: 8.75 LPA

Summer Internships

Domain Distribution

- Operation & Retail: 16%
- Sales & Marketing: 26%
- Analytics: 10%
- Finance & HR: 7%
- Consulting: 19%
- General Management: 22%

Average Stipend: 99500
Median Stipend: 89300
Highest Stipend (Domestic): 296300
Highest Stipend (International): 630000

Batch Size: 111
Registered for Placements: 108
Total Students Placed: 68
PPO: 35
New Recruiters: 23

Batch Size: 123
Registered for Placements: 122
Total Students Placed: 66
No. of Companies: 122
No. of Companies: 66
Our Recruiters

CAPILLARY ANAND COMPUTARIS CRISIL
Cognizant Deloitte BLUE STAR
IBM ICICI Bank HDFC Life HSBC
ITC Limited eBay Titan CIBI Bank
Maybank JPMorgan Chase J.P. Morgan Markets
PwC Puma Hero Nomura Novartis
Spencer's Tata Hitachi Tata Tata Metaliks
TRAFIGURA Trident Group L'Value Labs vedanta
Virtusa Schlumberger Wipro Siemens Sutherland
Texas Instruments Valmont Vestas YES Bank
Envestnet Yodlee

Placement Committee

Vineet Mishra
mvineet1992@iitkgp.ac.in
+91 90001 55676

Surbhi Jain
surbhi21@iitkgp.ac.in
+91 88848 5804

Subhodeep Ganguly
subhodeeganguly@iitkgp.ac.in
+91 83178 5825

Somya Prakash Mohanty
somya.preact@gmail.com
+91 91178 33334

Shreyasi Saha
shreyasi.saha@iitkgp.ac.in
+91 90514 81089

Shreyas Khare
shreyas.khare@iitkgp.ac.in
+91 95030 0919

Shreya Jajodia
shreya1992@iitkgp.ac.in
+91 95970 16433

Neha Sinha
neha21@iitkgp.ac.in
+91 99809 82548

Karan Bhagat
karanbhagat@iitkgp.ac.in
+91 88069 22001

Contact Us
Placement and Corporate Contact
VGSoM, IIT Kharagpur
Prof. Praheek Rajb
Chairman, Placement and Corporate Contact
+91 9434140049 940, +91-3222-281996
placements@vgsom.iitkgp.ac.in
placements.vgsom.iitkgp@gmail.com
http://www.som.iitkgp.ernet.in